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ities by Sheriff Jestre Romero of Albu
querque, following the boy's escape
from the county jail there ten day
ago, where he was being held until he
could be taken to the territorial re
form school at Springer.
The boy was convicted at the recent terra-- , of ;, the Bernalillo district
ccnrt of burglary, having broken Into
s saloon in that, city. He made his
e vcipe 'irpnjt the Bernalillo county jail
v. title
acting as a trusty,, which al
lowed himVtbfi privilege of the jail
yard.
Soon after his arrival In Las Vegas,
Holstein went to work for Ackerman
the dairyman, and was learning one
FEARED of his routes preparatory to driving
SECOND
EXPLOSION
a milk wagon.
FROM GAS IN CHERRY
An officer is expected to arrive
COLLIERY.
from Albuquerque tomorrow and take
th boy to the reform school, where
FIRE IS BEYOND CONTROL he will begin serving an Indeterminate
sentence.
'
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ON A SANTA FE TRAIN

NOVEMBER 17, 1909.

FIVE "O'CLOCK EDITION.

and lost in a single short evening
over a poker table.
.' Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr, appeared
before the board yesterday witn a
written statement from F. W. Brown
of Chicago, 111., of which it 'was shown
Brown i, had complied with
that
the requirements of his Contract with
the grant board,- in that he has been
instrumental in settling gseventyfive
families on the mes jand Httereiby ful
filled his contract with the board.
The matter of setting 'aside a tract
of land for the Knights of Pythias
sanitarium was brought up by At
torney W. G. Haydon, and some action
will probably be taken Boon in regard
BIG FOUR to the matter.
OF
INDICTMENT
WHOLESALE
RAILROAD ENTERS SUCH
GnVPRNMFNT WPIftMPRftFEDERAL VETERINARIAN
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REPORTED.
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L. WARR1NER LANGUISHES
JAIL IN DEFAULT OF
$20,000 BAIL.

IN

OF

DAIRIES

Dr. C. C Ettling, a veterinary sur
geon connected with the bureau of
animal Industry, has begun the work
of inspecting the dairy herds in San
Miguel and Mora counties with a view
to ascertaining if all cows are free
from tuberculosis.
.
.... '
Dr. Ettling began his work In this
city by inspecting the dairy herd of
Fred E. Corbett. He found all the
cows to be free from disease' and the
dairy in a sanitary condition' Today
Dr. Ettling began hi3 inspection of
the J. P. Geyer dairy. He will also
inspect the Patterson and Ackerman
dairies, after which he will look over
the Harvey house milch cows.
The inspection now being made of
dairy herds in this section followa a
new ruling of the department of agri
culture, of which the bureau of ani
mal Industry is a part. The inspec
tion is being made simultaneously all
over the country.
.Dairy herds in the southwest, or In
sections of high altitude, are rarely
ever affected with tuberculosis.
.
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'
EMPLOYEES.
A man giving his name .as George
Davenport, who was a passenger on
CONGRESS
LIBERTY
SECURES
TO GET BUSY
SOLDlEflS NOW ON GUARD east bound Santa Fe train No. 8, was CONTROLS HOLDING COMPANY
arrested when the train reached here
this morning by Chief of Police Ben
STOCKHOLDER
MANNER OF CONDUCTING
STATE TROOPS FORCED TO TAKE Coles, the officer acting on a tele LARGEST
MRS. STEWART RELEASED AFTER
NEW
"' CHARGE TO PREVENT POSAMERICAN TELEGRAPH &
YORK PORT WILL BE
SPENDING A NIGHT BE- - '
gram he had received from one Cris
TELEPHONE CO.
HIND BARS.
SIBLE RIOTING.
tobal Romero, of Kennedy, who claim
LOOKED INTO.
ed Davenport had committed a dead
on him last night while
New York, Nov. 17. The report
New York, Nov. 17. The ' report
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 17. Charles L.
Cherry, 111.,. Nov. 17. A new disas ly assault
was persistent here today that Inter now threatens the SL Paul coal both were passengers on this train. that the acquirement of a controlling Warrlner, the deposed local treasurer
Davenport, who is locked up in the interest in the Western Union Tele of the Bg Four railroad, who yester
mine here, the scene of Saturday's
dictments had been found against a
number' of government - weighers la
holocaust, when three hundred miners city jail awaiting the arrival of an graph company "by the American Tele day entered a formal plea of '' not
connection with the erieantic frauds
lost their lives, following an explo officer from Santa Fe county, whei phone and Telegraph company would guilty to the charge of embezzlement
sion which set the underground work the offense was committed, when In lead to a closer community interest and grand larceny, was still in jail
perpetrated bv the American Sugar
terviewed by an Optic reporter, ad between those companies and- the
today, not having been able to se
Refining company, at the Willams- ing on fire and cut off all escape,
The new danger, which places in mitted hitting Romero over the head Postal Telegraph and Cable company. cure the twenty thousand dollar bail
burg docks.
wth a gun, but said that he was com- the Western Union's formidable rivA report from Washington that a
required for his release. Mrs. Jean-ett- e
jeopardy the lives of the men working
In
to
so
do
to
order
protect al, were given more color today when
near .the mouth of the main shaft, pelled
Stewart Ford, who was arrested
list of twenty-tw-o
assistant weighers
officials of the telephone company on the charge of having"' received
comes from the tons of water which himself.
had been furnished to the United '
According to Davenport's story, he frankly admitted that the Postal was thousands of dollars of Warriner's alhave been forced by means of pumps
States. Civil Service commission by
down Into the burning mine. Indica- was riding in the smoking car, be the largest stockholder in their com- leged stealings, gained her liberty
the collector of the port of New York,
ot men Implicated in the frauds, was
tions are that gas is forming, and ing a passenger on his way east pany. Rumors, believed to be from this morning, after, spending the night INCORPORATE UNDER
should this become general and the from California. He said a number an authoritative source; say that the in jail. It Is believed other arrests
LAWS OF TERRITORY confirmed by the deputy surveyor of;
the port, Richard Parr. Parr admit
gas explode, the lives of the men of Mexicans were In the car, drinking government will begin an investiga- are in prospect, which will add to the
Santa Fe, N. M.. Nov. 17. The ted that a list of "undesirables" had
at the top would be in great danger. and singing. While conversing with a tion of the merger on the ground that already sensational developments.
who was occupying it is a violation of the anti-truTaw,
Montana Power and Irrigation com been prepared by him. He intimated
In an effort to rid the mine of this
part of his seat, the "latter made inasmuch as ,It will give the American WILL TRY TO CROSS
new gas, the shaft . was opened
filed lncorporatio
pany yesterday
however, that the list was much larg
some
derogatory remark about the Telephone and Telegraph company a
Chief
er than twenty-two- .
Territorial
today, and the fans started.
A BALLOON papers in the office of
IN
ATLANTIC
The belief Is general that a sweep
Horan and lis force of fireman from Mexicans. The remark was overhead monopoly of the telegraph business
Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The capital
ization is .$100,000, divided nto 100 ing congressional
water into by Romero, who promptly took, it up of. the United States. ."
of
stopped
pumping
Chicago,
V. a I.- -.
, Investigation
V
"V
y-.and started, trouble.
shares and the company commences uo.
UUUBV Mill
the ' shaft early today, as the water
Will uv
ivin
"
viuwju
for
whose
'
Brueker,
crossing
project
'
Is
afraid TWO CITIZENSHIP
Davenport, who says he
business with . 150,100, the incorpora ordered.
....
wm evidently falling to reach the
the Atlantic ocean in a dirigible bal- tors
"
and directors being: "G.
flames which are now fiercest in the of Mexicans generally, believing he
CASES CONTINUED
President Thomasof the American
Flick;
some
attention
last
attracted
loon,
479 shares; F. C. Wilson and J. A. Sugar Refining company
galleries instead of the shaft. The might be roughly dealt with, opened
today de- -'
now makes the announcement
one
In the case of the petition for final spring,
of
fire Is now hotter than it ever has his grip and got his gun, a Colts reshare
all
Massie,
Santa
nled
of
the
the
truth
each,
that he
report
from Berlin that the trial wlllj)e made Fe. The
been at any time since the explosion. volver of the "cannon" variety, and citizenship . papers filed by Fred L. within the next six months.
headquarters of the company was to resign.
a
In
let
are at 224 San Francisco street, San
The heat in the temporary main when Romero made a move as if to Tracey, which was set for hearing ter to the Aero club of
ta, Fe, and G. F. Flick is named the LINCOLN COUNTY MAN
shaft was tested this morning and hit him, he struck the latter over the Mondayhe same has been postponed Brueker says a large dirigibleAmerica,
balloon New
Mexico agent.
showed 115 degrees, indicating an in head with the gun, Inflicting a bad until next Monday, November 22, ow- is
APPOINTED CENSUS CLERK
rs
for
the
It
built
attempt.
being
crease In the Intensity of the under- scalp wound and temporarily laying ing to the fact that one of the witwere
also
papers
Incorporation
follow
course
the
nesses in the case, H. W. Kelly, was Brucker's plan to
& Co., of 3
filed
North
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 17. H. P,
ground fire. During the taking of this him out.
taken by Columbus. The aerial craft Main by Price
street, Roswell, Chaves county. Williams of Lumberton, Rio Arriba
test, numerous pathetic appeals from Romero left the train at Kennedy, absent from the city. Mr. Tracey is will carry,
or
men
will
and
three
four,
The capitalization is $75,000 divided county, who had been tendered tha
the women of Cherry for the opening to have his injuries dressed and wlrei? the foreman of the lumber mill be- be
equipped" with life boats and safety into 750
of the shaft forced the mine officials ahead to have his assailant arrested longing to ttw Cooper Lumber com- devices.
shares. The incorporators and position of chief clerk in the New
'
I
to turn their heads in sorrow. With on a charge of deadly assault. Daven- pany out from Rowe, N. M. He is a
Morris Price, 430 Mexico census supervisor's office, has
directors are:
280
soldiers standing by, one woman port will likely be taken back to Kep Canadian by birth. Another witness
Prager,
shares;
Sidney
shares; been compelled to decline the posi:
rushed up on the sand covered top nedy for a preliminary hearing tomor- in the case, in addition to Mr. Kelly, SIR THOMAS LIPTON
H. F. Duffy, 30 shares; E. J. Williams, ruing which would not permit him
WILL ISSUE CHALLENGE 10 shares, all of Roswell.
an officer comes after is C. C. Robbins.
of the shaft and threw herself on the row, provdlng
to leave his homestead for the length.
'
.
The petition for final citizenship
earth, sobbing "open the shaft, open him.
of time necessary. In consequence,
17.
Nov.
New
Sir Thomas PINCHOT DENIES HE
York,
the shaft." Her cries and hysterical
papers in the case of John T. Thompthe position was tendered Clement
son also came1 up before the court,, but LIpton will issue a challenge for a
efforts to resist the attempts of the NOTAJ6LE THANKSGIVING
HAS GIVEN ULTIMATUM Hightower, of Capitan, Lincoln counSERVICES ARE PLANNED the witnesses in this case, A. A.
men to take her away attracted atyacht race for the American cup to be
ty, a former newspaper man, at presand Jefferson Keene, could only sailed in 1911. He made this statetention all over the mine enclosure,
Nov. 17. ''The story ent U. S. commissioner, and a man
Washington,
'
Washington, Nov. 17. St. Patrick's testify to the time Mr. Thompson ment just before sailing for Europe that I have issued air ultimatum to of large experience in official matters.
"Open the shaft," she screamed, "my
father was down in a mine a week and Roman Catholic church in this city had resided here, which is only a part today.
President Taft is a silly fabrication," He knows New Mexico like a book
he came out alive. I know my hus will be the scene of a notable gath- of the time required by law. This
said Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot and speaks and writes Spanish as?
band and brother are not dead." This ering on Thanksgiving 'day whei case was continued, pending the tak- TERRIFIC SNOWSTORM
today. "Of course, I have done noth- well as English. He accepted the posiSherRAGING IN GERMANY ing of the kind, nor anything that tion and was
is typical of the feeling in Cherry to President Taft,
ing of additional depositions ot witexpected to ' arrive in
memnesses in the state of Kansas, where
could be twisted Into that meaning. Santa Fe today to assume his duties.
day, and the authorities, realizing It, man, members of the cabinet,
will do all in their power to open the bers of the diplomatic corps, justices Mr. Thompson formerly resided. The
Berlin, Nov. 17. A great snowstorm The president was good enough to
"
of the supreme court of the United petitioner hails originally from Oild is sweeping Germany today. All telemine.
express his satisfaction with my work CHAMPION HARD LUCK
State troops, which arrived last States, senators and representatives Ireland, the Emerald isle.
graph service is prostrated.
am
it."
with
I
and
going ahead
STORY OF, THE CENTURY
night, are guarding the mine prop of congress and prominent Catholic
The rumor referred to was that
Nov. 17. Talking about
'
Pittsburg,
the
will
attend
erty. But there has been no evidence prelates
Pinchot had written to President bard luck
stories, here is a star yarn
of trouble today, although yesterday
Thanksgiving celebration. The
desire
a
to
his
have
Taft, expressing
TO
from Washington county, this state.
threats were made against Rosenjack, ceremonies will be of a most Imposstatus in the administration " more
Mrs. James Edmonds of that coun-- v
celebrathe eager., who is accused of desert- ing character, including the
to
o
as
rest
at
set'
defined
clearly
filed by her.
ty, according to
Ing Ms post. The rumors last night tion of so'emn high mass in the presthe
controversy between husband, desertedcharges
her
home
recently,
that the Pullman cars in which Pres ence of Cardinal Gibbons, Monslgnor
Secretary 'of the Interior Richard A. taking with her all the household
efident Earllng and other mine officials FsOconio, the papal delegate, and
to
and
in
himself,
Ballinger
regard
fects and five head of cattle, but
were sleeping, were to be dynamited, others.
the conservation policies. The report
behind an old mule.
proved without foundation.
had it that in a letter to the presi leaving
Incidentally a Pittsburg man was- trustop. of the creston on the west, run- dent, Pin.chot had demanded that Taft
At a meeting of the board of
30,000 WILL WITNESS
8HIPP'S FRIENDS WANT
the Las Vegas ' grant ning from the Upper Puertecito, declare himself emphatically either lnyolved in this breaking up of the
YALE7HARVARQ game tees of
Edmonds home I and the deserted
held yesterday afternoon, a resolu- which is now known, as Kearney's for Pinchot or Ballinger.
TAFT TO PARDON HIM
husband filed charges of grand larceny,
New, York,. Nov. XX. Arrangements tion . was passed providing that a Gap, down past the Lower: Puertecito,
'
against him.deed be granted to The or Puertecitp de la Estancia, to some LAS VEGANS SAIL FROM
Rising Paw, Ga.i Nov. 17. A pe- were today perfected for the final quiet-claiEarly today the old mule, Edmonds
tition addressed to President Taft, 79rr of the .regular football season Montezuma Ranch resort company, place Iii the neighborhood of a email
NEW YORK FOR GERMANY
d
Shliro in the East. the.
only possession, kicked him to death, .
ttrelne him to nardon
game conveying all the right, title and In- hill known as the Monte de Be'navl-des.- The entire property is,, said to
and the
recently sent pt'Camrrrldge, job Saturday. The seat- terest of the board in and to the proMr. and Mrs. Ike 'Bacnarach, ac and the row was, thus brought to an
abrupt climax..
to jail for contempt of court by the ing fapaeityy of Harvard's coliseum perty commonly known as the Ro- - contain about 3,300 acres,.'
by their Ion, 'Master Her
companied
Since 1835 the lands have passed man, sailed from Nwv Yorki'Crfcv to
supreme court of the United States t 3,7j000y .Every, one of those seats ineroville ranch.
'V
In connection with the lynching of has been sold end. 12.000 applications
This was done on the recommen- through the hands of numerous own- day on the steamer "President Grant" JURISDICTION OF WEST
81DE JUSTICE EXTENDED
a negro at Chattanooga, Tenn., has have been refused because there Is dation of Attorney W. G. Haydon, ers. In 1852 they were owned by a for Hamburg, Germany. During their
been signed by practically every citl- - no more seating room. Yale is ruling who had been appointed referee to priest named Juan Francisco Plnard, sojourn ia Germany, 'Mr. afld Mrs.
At a recent meeting of the board
a 'alight Xavor in the New York clubs receive and report on such evidence who conveyed them a few years later Bacharach will visit all the Import of trustees on the West Side, Trini"We viewr with grave fear the ef because of the general opinion that as might be presented to him rela to Leon Plnard. The latter.. is still ant cities of Germany,, but will, how dad Sena, justice of the peace in pre
fect that the fulfillment of this sent this eleven this year is the fastest tlye . to the title of the Romerovitle living. In 1874 he sold the; property ever, snend the most of their six cinct No. 5, was appointed 'to be
;
ence will have uiwn the ignorant and and strongest Yale has developed In property."
,;U "'--'- ' ; to Don Trnidad and Don Eugenlo Ro- months' absence from America, visit- justice of the peace in precinct No.
The referee reported that CVW". G. mero who added to its extent by' pur- ing Mr. Bacbarach's father in Oscher- - 3 to succeed Pablo Ulibarri. Mr: Sena
Irresponsible negroes, increasing be- many years.
was also appointed police magistrate
Ward and H. W. Clark had appeared chasing several other contiguous al- leben bel Madgeburg.
yond question the danger, to the
on the West Side. He, has ' proved
women of the .south."
before him as attorneys tor' the "Mont- lotments that had been made in the
JUDGE M. C. MECHEM
himself a most efficient; official durCALLED TCr ARKANSAS! ezuma Ranch Resort Co and had pro- years 1835 and 1841. Since 1874 the TO BEGIN CONSTRUCTION
'
ESCAPED PRISONER '' ":
duced for his Inspection copies of property , has passed through the;
WORK ON NEW HIGHWAY ing his long term of. office and the
c'.tlzens heartily, sanction the action
IS CAPTURED HERE
Socorro, N..M., Nov.n.Judge .M.; repordsj extending from' April,- - 1833,ii handg of Arthur L. Cammell, who is
'
C. .Mechem has been called out "of the down to and Including the year 18S8. doubtless remembered by some of the'
:N." M:. Nov. 17. Charles taken bv: the, boaM,:
SaMaVeJ
,'
"
'
John Holstein, alias Tnixtoa Hoi tecrjtory on important business and These 1 record showed 'conclusively1 older citizens of the community, WH-so- D. Miller of the territorial engineer's
boy.-wharrived in has gone to Arkansas, this making that the land in question had been
stein, a
Waddington and others and fin- office has returned from Bernalillo PRICE OF COPPER GOES ,
- .
UPpNE-FOUR'cfNthe city a few days ago, was arrested the fourth of the seven judges leav- granted to numerous individuals in ally Into the possession of the Monte- where he succeeded In strr Ightenlng
e
this morning in the East side
ing the territory within one week, the year 1835 by the constitutional zuma Ranch Resort company, a cor- out the rjght of way tangles for the ' New York, Nov. 17. The' United.
by Chief of Police Ben Coles, Judge Pope being at Athens, Ga.; justice of the peace under the Re- poration whose stock is owned almost changes in the proposed Santa
Metala
Selling
company, selling
the boy having gone to the postdfflce Judge Abbott on his way to Wash- public f Mexico, Jose Jesus Ulibarri, entirely by St. Louljs parties.
buquerque road anil Good Roads En- agents for the Amalgamated Copper
Is
callIt
said
had
been
this
to call for his man. .
was
and
that
and
the
allotees
that
placed
property
Judge Cooley being
ington,
gineer Neal will begin construction company, today advanced the price of
; work on La
The arrest of Holstein was made ed east on account of the death of In possession of strips extending from at one time sold for as much as
Bajada- WD within ahoth- - j copper to 13 2 cents, an Increase of
and also that it lias been won rr wn.
on a description wired to local author- - a sister.
the Galllnas river on the east, to the
a quarter of a cent per pound.
'
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Short Line from California to Galveston
Will Make Possible Ocean Shipments to New York It Will Take
One to Two Years to Complete
:

The completion of the Coleman
cut-ofwhich the Santa Fe Is building between Coleman, Texas, and Tex-icN. M., and which will give that
road a short line from California to
Galveston, will mean much more than
"
merely a piece of "railroad building in
West Texas." West Texas is full of
new railroads, but that stretch of
track now being constructed for
something like 200 miles across the
western plains of that state is destined, it seems, to prove a potent factor in international traffic; to create
new channels in the flow of one ot
the greatest of our commercial cur
rents; to act directly in focusing at
the port of Galveston the strength of
one of the mightiest transportation
an organization, a
organizations
strength, of. such importance to
Galveston that the future results are
scarcely possible of calculation.
There is reason for the belief that
before many years roll around the
Coleman-Texicof this
building
"branch" will have proven one of the
most strategic moves made by the
masters of the great railroad game,
as they advance and counter across
their enormous board the checkered
map of the United States.
From one year to two years will be
required for the completion of the
cut-ofColeman-TexicAnd then, acto
the Santa
all
indications,
cording
Fe will bring other pieces, now held
in reserve, into play, and will perhaps "jump" f some of the opposing
operator's pieces by reaaon of the brilliant move made on the "board" over
in West Texas.
Of course, nobody can state Just
now how the game will be played. ' No
one knows sxecpt the railroad wizards
who direct the ' movements ot the
f,

.

o

o

DO IT NOW

Pawns. But the onlooker of the this city and La Junta during the
mighty contest may gain, an idea of absence of Conductor R. F. Hayes,
'
'
the possible plays which may be who is taking a short lay off.
c6ndi-tirnout
1603
No.
been
taken
the
has
following
Engine
n.ade by closely
of service on this division and sent
.
cut-off
to the Raton shops for a general ovWith the completion of the
and thie possession of the short line erhauling.
Fireman Jacksoru is again out
from California to Galveston, obviousto
be
Fe
the
may
Santa
the
job' before the furnace door afexpetced
ly
receive the flow uf business from the ter being off 'duty for a week on a
Pacific coast to Galveston, for these hunting trip.
currents follow the line of least resistEngine No. 1613 is over the pit in
ance, and as nature abhors a vacuum, the local shops being overhauled and
so does the shipper shun the long put in good shape to haul ten hun'
dred tons or better.
haul.
.York.
R.
The
New
Davdson,
The object point is
Passenger Conductor
shipments will go from Galveston to has retreated from the smoke and
New York by the water route, of cinders for a few trips while Concourse. The details? Now, that part ductor H. L. Creswick handles his
of the game 1s reached where the fun.
moves become largely matters of specBrakeman.W. B. Bush has returned from his two weeks' visit to points
ulation.
The Santa Fe may buy the Mallory in Michigan and Wisconsin and is
line, which" plies between Galveston again up to his old tricks on the box
apd New York. It may buy some cars.
handled
other steamship line and handle the
Engineer George Bryan
Galveston-NeYork shipments which "the goat" engine No. 2013 in the locare hauled from California. It may al yards last night, Engineer Renbuild its own ships or it may only ting being off duty, on- account of
enter into close traffic relations, with sickness.
the Mallory or with some other steamBrakeman J. W. Shaw is handling
ship line, whereby the railroad and the brake club in place of Brakeman
water divisions of the Pacific
Von Peabody of the second division
York transportation as contem- who is off duty at this place for a
few days.
plated by the Santa Fe, may be
Extra Switchman E. A. West is
turning the switches and giving signals at nights In the local yards
RAILROAD NOTES
enConductor Justin Council is hold-Ins- while Switchman O. R. Given is
off.
a
lay
joying
on
run
down Conductor West's
Five stock tfainB passed through
passenger for a few days.
Conductor D. Lynch of the Raton the city yesterday bound, for eastern
division, is enjoying a few days' lay points. Of these, Conductor R. Rear-doand crew loaded out 20 cars of
off at this end of the road.
Conductor S. M. Bowen is handling sheep at Watrous and Conductor J.
the punch on a passenger between B. Crane and crew loaded 19 cars of

E.

s.

Las Vegas People Should Not Wait
Until It Is Too Late.

,

from kidThe appalling death-rat- e
ney disease is due in most cases to the
fact that the little kidney troubles are
usually neglected until they 'become
The slight symptoms give
serious.
place to chronic disorders and the sufferer goes gradually into the grasp of
diabetes, dropsy, Bright's disease,
gravel or some Other serious form of
'
kidney complaint.
If you suffer from backache, headaches, dizzy spells; if the kidney secretions are irregular of passage and unnatural in appearance, do not delay.
Help the kidneys at once.
Doan's Kidney Pills are especially
for kidney disorders they cure where
others fail. Qver one hundred thousand people have recommended them.
Here's a case at home:
O. L. Gregory, 214 Grand Ave., East
Las Vegas, N. Mex, says: "Doan's
Kidney Pills, procured at the Center
Block Pharmacy, have been used in
my family with very satisfactory results. I can cheerfully recommend this
preparation as one that, lives up to
representations."
For sale by all dealers! Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
New York sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

'

;
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sheep at the local stock yards. Rolling stock on thf Santa Fe at this
point is at a premium these days.
Engineer T. E. Hawksworth of the
Raton division, took a lay off here
yesterday and. Engineer Lou Van
Arsdale of this division took engine
No. 928 to the Gate Citr and return.
Conductor J. B. Crane who is running in the freight seryce between
this city and Raton, contemplates
moving his family to this city soon
and making his future home in Las
'
Vegas.
Fireman G. S. Vogal
bo is doing dut on engine :n. It'.Oo is taking
a lay off down In the Duke City for
a few days.' It is thought by his
friends that he has matrimonial intentions,
Conductor J. D. Notgrass was relieved from his strenuous duties on
the California limited here yesterday
morning by Conductor M. A. Bren-nan- .
Conductor Notgrass has taken
an extensive leave of absence and

Fortune Telling

f.

UNDERWEAR

17, 1909.

NOVEMBER

WEDNESDAY,,

Does not take into consideration the one essential to worn
an's happiness womanly health.
The woman who neglects her health is neglecting the
foundation of all good fortune. For without health
iove loses its lustre and gold is but dross.
Womanly health when lost or impaired may generally be
regained by the use of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pr scription.
Tbla Prescription baa. tor over 90 yearn,

been carina delicate, weak, paln.wracked
women, by the hundreds of thousands
mad tbla too In tba privacy ot tbelr hows
without tbelr bavlni to submit to Indrth
cate questionings and attentively reputf-naexaminations.
ot

Sick women are invited to consult Dr. Pierce by letter frit
All correspondence held as sacredly confidential. Address World's Dispensary
Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Great Family Doctor Book, The People's Common Sense
edition 1000 pages, answers in
Medical Adviser, newly revised
Plain English hosts of delicate questions which every woman, single or married,
ought to know about. Sent free, in plain wrapper to any address on receipt of
21 one-cestamps to cover mailing only, or in cloth binding for 31 stamps.

gone to the Pacific coast, where he
can enjoy the nice mild winter clime
of California state.
After Typhoid or other wasting
,
Engine No. 354, which is in serdiseases or low fevers. ;
vice on the Santa. Fe branch, has been
Require a pure, gento
for
local
the
brought
shops
repairs
tle, invigorating stimand while It is laid up engine No. 44
ulant and tonic to aid
will do service between Lamy and
stimulate
digestion,
'
the Ancient City.
and enrich the blood
Fireman H. A. Harvey reported for
and to give ( new
strength to body and
duty on engine No. 1225 yesterday
brain. Duffy's Pure
after being off several days scouting
Malt Whiskey is invalaround Hollenger canon for big game
uable as a tonic when
Wm.
in
with
company
He,
Springer,
you are run down and
brought back to town a fine buck
depressed ; when the
'
deer. .,
heart is weak and the blood sluggish, it
"
Passenger engine 1224 has been builds new tissue. It assists failing naits functions, insures repillled out of service on account of ture to resume and
imparts vim and ensleep
a broken frame and will be disabled freshing
to every part of the body. It inergy
extra
time.
for some
An
passenger vigorates the brain.
engine will be put into service while
Thousands of doctors prescribe it, and
the 1224 is in the shops being over- leading hospitals use .it. T.Tbe standard
of purity and excellence for 50 years.
hauled.
W hiskey
Bridge Foreman Cunnigham has a Duffy's Pure
force of men at work renewing cer-- ,
health and happiness to
tain parts of the old sand house near has brought
of
many thousands
the local shops and when it blossoms, homes
during the last
a
red
coat of bright
out with
rpaint
Its vir
will be ready for a few more years tues have been en-- h
dorsed by temperance a
of service.
Vic Allison is a new fixture in the advocates, clergymen,
Arthur scientists, and in men
office of Division Foreman
all
women
bonus and
of
in
the
capacity
Talley,
walks of life, who
clerk. Mr. Allison is recently from cannot say too much in praise of the
Clovis, N. M., where he has been in world s greatest medicine.
the employ of the Santa Fe company! Be sure you get the genuine Imitations are Impure and dangerous. Refuse
for some time.
substitutes.
All druggists and grocera, or direct,
Arthur
Arthur
Lowe,
Engineers
11.00 a bottle. Write us II you are aiok.
are
and
Chas. Wolfe
again It will cost you nothing to learn how to
Langston
Medical booklet anrf tesback at the throttle after a bold bad : treat yourself.
timonials sent free.
hunt for large game in the vicinity Duffy
Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, JT.T,
of Rowe. One poor innocent turkey-- ,
was all that these hunters were seen
ent points along the road and also
to return with. .
off
Fireman Wm. Shelley is
duty that the train was a heavy one, there ,
awaiting the arrival of his wife, who being twelve coaches.
is expected to reach here this even-nWhat Would You Do 7
from the east. Fireman Shelley
has just recently been employed at In naoa nt a lwim flP RCftld What
this point and intends to make his would you do to relieve the pain? Such,
injuries are liable to occur in any
home in this city.
family and everyone should be prepthe
No.
489
passed through
Engine
ared for them. Chamberlain's Salve
the
city yesterday morning from
on a soft cloth will relieve the
applied
east en route to Albuquerque, where pain almost instantly, and unless
it will be put in service. Conductor
is a. very severe one, will cause
O. W. Hereford piloted the engine the parts to heal without leaving a
or sale oy an aeaiers.
to the Duke City while Engineer Wm. scar.
Trainer handled the throttle.
Frank Trainer, eldest son of Mr. If you want to make a young man
and Mrs. L. C. Trainer, who arrived mad, call him "My Boy."
in the city recently from Newton,
There are some
Kans., has been employed In the serIndispensable
vice of the Santa Fe, company at this simple remedies indispensable in evplace as fireman, making his maiden ery family. Among these, the experience of years assures us, should .be
trip yesterday on Engine No. 800.
recorded Perry Davis' Painkiller. For
Cali8,
No.
from
train
Passenger
both internal and external applicafornia did not arrive in Las Vegas tion we have found it of
great value;
until 8:15 this morning, being about especially can we recommend it for
seven hours late. The delay was due colds, rheumatism er fresh wounds.
to the train being laid out at differ-- ! Christian Era.

GGnvaloooofife.
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Pa!t

half-centur- y.

MISCELLANEOUS
A paper of good Pins
35c Ruching, all colors

fitting Union

,...68c
buit, in Grey or Ecru.-onl- y
"Merode" Vests and Drawers, all
wool or silk and wool. Each. .$1.49

Ladies'

Knit Goods

R.eady-to-Wea-

r

DRESSES
in an excellent variety of styles, materials and colors
MOYEN-AG-

ONE-PIEC- E

2
10
10

One-Piec-

e

One-Plec-

e

One-Piec-

e

12

One-Piec-

e

5

One-Piec-

e

Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresses,
Dresess,

to sell
to. sell
to sell
to sell
to sell

marked
marked
marked
marked
marked

SUITS
$17.50 Suits for

SWEATERS
Sweaters, in White, Oxford and Cardinal,
$2J25
xnarkei to sell for $2.00 and $3.50, for only
Our $4.00 Sweaters, in White and Cardinal, for $3.50
$4.75.
Our $5.50 Sweaters, in White only, for
e
effects, for. . . .$5.00
Our $G.00 Sweaters, in
Our $b.50 Sweaters, in two-toneffects, for , . .$550
Our$7.50 Sweaters, in White only, for ....,...$6.50
Our $10.00 extra long Sweaters, White only, for. .$7.75
,
KNIT SKIRT8
A nice line of Knit Cotton Skirts, In solid or fancy
35c
colors, perfect fitting, for
A well Knit Cotton Skirt, in Black, Cardinal or White,
65c
marked to sell for 75c only
An
Knit Skirt, in Black only; worth $1.25,
$1.00
for
,
Knit Skirt, in White, Tan, Navy
Extra fine
$1.15
and Black; wort 4 $1.50. for only

All-Wo-

All-Wo-

All-Wo-

......$6.75

$21.60 Suits for

$17.25

$10.00 Black Coats for

..$8.00

$19.00 Suits for

$15.25

$23.60 Suits for

$18.75

$25.00 Suits for

$20.00
.

r

$32.60
$35.00
$45.00
$50.00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

.

$15.00 Black Coats

Skirts
Skirts
$6.60
$7.00 Skirts
$8.00 Skirts
$9.00 Skirts
$10.00 Skirts
$12.60 Skirts
$15.00 Skirts
$17.50 Skirts
$20.00 Skirts
$5.00

.... .$10.50

for...... $12.00

$18.50 Black Coats for ......$15-0-

$22.00

for
$26,00
for , . . .
. .$28.00
for ........... .,.$36.00
for
.$40.00

$13.50 Black Coat3 for .

0

$17.60 Tan Covert Coats for.$14.50
$23.60 Tan Covert Coats for.$19.00
$30.00V Colored Coats for
.$23.00

....

'

,

$35.00 Colored Coats for .

$21.00

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for
for

...i..l......$4.00
......$5.25
$5.50

............$6.50
$7.25
$8.00
$10.00
$12.00
$14.00
$16.00

'

Dress Goods

$7.50 Waists for
$8.00 Waists for
$7.25

..$4.75
$3.00

Serge and Panama Cloths,

Waists

for

PRES DE SOIE
nice, well made Skirt, good width, deep ruffle, with
good dust ruffle, for
$1.00
A good, wide Skirt, with deep embroiderei'
flounce.
dust ruffle, for
,
A nice variety of Skirts, marked to sell for $2.00,'$1.$9
Any $2.50 Skirt, all excellent values . . .
.$2.00
Choice of our entire line of $3.00 Skirts, for'! '. '.i22$
A splendid Skirt, well made and
nicely trimmed;
worth $3.60
;
$2.85
A

Suiting, soft finish, suitable
rfor Suits or Dresses; worth 75c per yard.. 69c
;
extra quality Sicilian, all staple
59c
shades
French Batiste, excellent
59c
value

SILK PETTICOAT8
Taffeta Silk Petticoats, only
.
$4 nn
Tafleta Silk Petticoats, only . .
goo
Taffeta Silk Petticoats, only
'.mm
per -cent discount on any Silk Petticoat .in the

20

house."

....$5.75
....$6.75

.

A good

Prunella Cloth, all new shades; worth

89c

Only

......75c

best Percales, in light and dark pat15c per yard, but 10 yards to a
customer
121.2e
f
10 yards best Calico, all colors; worth 7c
yard.'
but 10 yards to a costumer, each da, fr0m
10
to. 12 o'clock. 10 yards for
49o
Amoskeag Apron Gingham, fast colors, but 10
yards to a costumer, each day, from 2 to 4
o'clock. 10 yards for
62c
h

All-Wo-

h

Domestics

Outing Flannel, in Light and bark patterns, all fast colors, 10 yards limit. 10 yards
for

.

MILLINERY

Lot No. 1, including all of our Ladles' Trimmed Hats,
marked to sell up to $7.50. This sale, choice. . . .$5.00
Lot No. 2, including all Ladies' Trimmed Hats, marked
from $8.00 up to $12.00. This sale, only .... ... . . . .$7.50
A lot of Ladles' and Misses' Street Hats, in a variety
$1.25
ot styles; worth $2.00 each.
Special
A lot of Children's Street Hats, all desirable colors;
....69c
worth from 75c to $1.25. Croice

terns; worth

THANKSGIVING LINENS

h

NAPKINS

TABLE LINENS
A.
Damask;"
72-in-

69c
only
An extra fine Satin Damask Linen, 12
inches wide; worth $1.25, for ....89c
A nice grade of Union Linen, 66 inches
wide, unbleached, a very serviceable
59c
Linen, only
Beautiful Bleached Damask, 72 inches
wide, newest patterns; worth $1.50 per
.$1.10
yard, for

bleached Damask Napkins; worth $2.60 per dozen, only $2.19
A nice Satin Damask Linen Napkins,
sise 22x22; worth $3.00 per dozen,
only
....$2.49
22x22

bleached Table
worth 90c per yard, for

$8
4

ul

'

. .v

'.

.
.--

.'a

x 17

'4'

A 20x20 Union

bleached; was
dozen, only

.

"Linen

cheap

Napkin,

at

$1.60

1

$5.00
$7.60
$10.00

' staple colors; worth 65c Special, per yard. 49c
All-Wo-

''""'

1"

:

.......,......$4.25

Petticoats

,

There is no waist more stylish, serviceable and popular than Black Taffeta. Our assortment is unusually large and
Taffeta and are guaranteed for 3 months
includes all of the best styles of the season. They are made from first-clas- s
'"
"
'
.
from date of sale.
Waists for
Waists for

J:

K

?

BLACK TAFFETA WAISTS

$6.00

'
H'

SKIRTS

$8.50 Black Coats for

$5.00

$1.00.

23c

V

for $9.50, for
$6.50
for $14.50 and $15.00, for
$8.95
for $17.50 to $20.00, for
$12.75
for $22.50 to $27.50, for
$15.25
for $29.50 to $35.00, for ....... .$19.50

$14.00

$27.60 Suits for

e

E

COATS
v

two-ton-

h

i

.2c

'.

Tourist Ruching, 6 yards to box.19o
5c Handkerchiefs, 2 for... .....6c
6' yards Torchon Lace
10c
35c Wash Stocks' ..."
.29c
35c and 45c Belts
...27c
Finishing Braid,
pieces ,.4c
15c Dress Shields, per pair ....10c
$1.00 Lace Veils
750

!06S
Department

ESTABLISHED

All-Wo-

,

It
ft

........

Fleece Lined Vasts and Pants, in
49c
Grey or Ecru. Each
Vesta and Drawers, extra
98c
fine, either Grey or Ecru

All-Wo-

'

the-injur-

)

36-in-

-

g

AND HOSIERY

A well made, perfect

.v

un-

per

.........$1.29

;

BLANKETS

full size Comfort, of good material; worth
Special
$100
11-- 4
Grey Cotton Blankets, good weight; worth $1.75
pair. During this sale, per pair
$1,18
11-Blanket, either light or dark Grey
worth $5.00 per pair. Special
$4.25
11-- 4
White Cotton Blankets; worth $2.75 per pair, an
unusual value. For only
A nice,
$1.75.

4

Bleached Damask Napkins, 24x24
inches, newest patterns; worth $4.00
per dozen, .only
...$3.25

-v

All-Wo-

li
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railroad officials of the west, with MarIN
vin Hughitt; president of the Chicago
& Northwestern, Potter of the Burl
UNDIGESTED FOOD
ington and McMullia of the Alton, he
PITFALL FOR
became known as such a marvel ot EVERY WOMAN SHOULD READ
THIS ADVICE AND THE GENThere would not be a case of indi omniscient energy that his subord
YOUNG GIRLS gestion here if readers who are sub- inates never for a moment suspected
EROUS OFFER THAT GOES
ject to stomach trouble knew the that anyone but Cable was running
WITH IT.
and
diges- the Rock Wand railroad. So, when
tremendous
in
contained
tive
virtue
Diapepsin.
Mr.
of
title
Cable
the
presi
CRUSADE STARTED IN CHICAGO
This harmless preparation will digest dent on to passed
The number of diseases peculiar
W. G. Purdy and became
TO TEACH ORIGIN OF "
a heavy meal without the slightest
,
' the board of directors to women is such that we uelieve this
chairman
of
fuss or discomfort, and relieve the
BABES.
was asked space would hardly contain a mere
sourest, acid stomach in five minutes, when one of the officials
mention of their names, and it is a
besides overcoming all foul, nauseous if Cable was going to retire he an fact that most
of these diseases are
swered like a flash: "Oh, no, he is
breath.
odors
the
from
BOTTLED
WATER
GRAFT
Ask your pharmacist to show you assuming the duties Oi chairman, ot of a catarrhal nature. A woman can
the formula plainly printed on each the board in addition to everything not be well if there is a trace of
case of Pape's Diapepsin, then else down to office boy." It has been catarrh in her system.
Millions of Gallons Sold Annually on
Some women think there is no help
you will readily understand why this generally conceded that from the
Reminis-cienc- e
False Representations
promptly cures indigestion and re
for them. We positively declare this
of Late R. R. Cable, Railroad moves such symptoms as neartourn, time he became general manager in to be a
mistaken idea. We are so sure
Mr.
1883
until about nine years ago,
Magnate The Distribution of Cash a feeling like a lump of lead in the
of this that we offer to supply medi- com
fixed
of
the
eructa
Cable
In Windy City to Be
of
and
the
policy
gas
Investigated. stomach, belching
eme absolutely free of all cost in
tlons of undigested food, Water brash, pany and saw that everybody carried
Instance where it fails to give
every
"
and
biliousness
nausea, headache,
it out. He rarely asked for suggestions
Chicago, Nov., 17. The stork myth many other bad symptoms; and, besatisfaction, or does not substantiate
never
brook
from
and
subordinates,
Is In disgrace .in Chicago, along with sides, you will not need laxatives to
the our claims. With this understanding,
no woman should hesitate to believe
the mysteries made of babes, which keep your stomach, liver and Intest ed opposition.. When Reid, Leeds,
Moores and their associates secured our
are explained as doorstep finds and ines clean and fresh.
honesty of purpose, or hesitate to
If your stomach is sour and full of control of the Rock Island ten years put our claims to a test.
aa benevolent gifts of doctors. Both
He
retire.
doesn't digest, and ago. Mr. Cable wanted to
the Illinois Federation of Women' gas or your food seem
There is only one way io overcome
to fit, why not was urged to remain and practically
clubs and the school authorities have youra meals don't
case from your druggist run the road, but in 1903 he handed catarrh. That way is through the
get
at last taken up in earnest the need and make life worth living? Absolute
He blood. You may use all the snuffs,
of ending the deception of children relief from stomach misery and per- in his resignation as charman.
douches or like remedies for years
remained on the directorate.
without getting more than temporary
along this line by telling them sys- fect digestion of anything you eat is
The Distribution of Cash.
relief at best. Catarrh in general is
tematically the facts about life. This sure to follow five minutes after, and,
The distribution of $11,500,000 of
diseased condition of the system
was precipitated by the declaration besides, one case is sufficient to cure
Chicago's cash in the department of that shows locally most frequently in
to the women of the Federation by a whole family of such trouble.
Surely, a harmless, inexpensive public works is by a system garland- discbarges from mucous membranes.
preparation like Diapepsin, which will
one Local treatment should be assisted
"WJorld
committee:
"Ignorance always, either at daytime or during ed with the Utopian trust, if
by
eliicted
of
it
Internal treatment for the general disexplanations
judged
by
among young girls concerning their night, relieve your stomach misery
own natures and of life is one of the and digest your meals, Is about as in the inquiry into the signing of eased condition if a complete cure is
most fruitful causes of the white handy and valuable a thing as you certain vouchers for over $45,000. to be reached. That internal treatAbout the items of those particular ment should be tcientifically devised
slave traffic's flourishing state." Mr. could have in the house.
chiefs and faithfully administered.
vouchers the
department
Roe's recent experiment in prosecutaffixed
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
say
were
whose
is scientifically
signatures
cured
canal
assistas
the
both
by
largely
drainage"
ing procurers of girls,
sum
the
For
at
all.
from the prescription of
not
prepared
ant state's attorney and subsequent turning the sewage toward the gulf, they inquired
an eminent physician who for
thirty
ly, gave weight to the assertion, that crystal water that has been bob expended in this Instance the city
but
received:
have
s
to
seems
nothing,
pipe-lineof
hun
years(' made catarrh his specialty.
end
tied
at the
a
which among slum workers has been
This remedy is admirably adapted
realized for years. "Therefore," plead- dred miles long, at any rural spring if it did, it is not due to the
whose' salary is $10,00C to the treatment of the catarrhal
ed Mr. Roe, "do throw aside the old or the lake itself has found ready
fashioned Ideas that have prevented sale. But here i3 what Dr. Wiley or to his deputy for daily they sign ailments of women. It purifies and
look enriches the blood, tends to stop
you from telling your daughters the said: "There are people who think stacks of vouchers with rarely a
mucous discharges, aids in removsaid.
have
involved
items
toot
at
they
the
but
cannot
drink
know
truth and let them
anything
practical they
one ing impurities from the " system.
right from practical wrong." It looks tied water in Lake Michigan, with These vouchers are brought to and soothes,
heals and strengthens the
aa though they might. Among the its still greater depth, has more pow- or the other dated and stamped
mUCOUS
make
nhntif
tissues, and hrine-to
their
signature
only
to
and
cases he cited to emphasize his plea er
cleanse itself from germs
awaiting,
'
was that of fourteen girls who were debris than has the little well or them ready for the final signature a feeling of health and strength.
We want you to try Rexall Mucu- who sink hole where many of the bottled of the City comptroller. Explanatory
Innocent of wrongdoing but
on our guarantee. If you are
found that instead of jobs in a the-- waters come from."
Occasionally matter attached is carefully folded Tonej
not . benefited, or for any reason
atrical chorus at Beaumont, Tex., some temporary anxiety has been giv- up out of the way, so that it will not not
simply tell us and we
they had been brought to Chicago to en the bottlers by publicity of dis interfere with the Important formal- will satisfied,
back your money. Rexall
be immured in a vicious dive. Super-- coveries that the trusting patrons of ity of signing, and would never be Mucu-Ton- hand
e
comes
in ' two sizes',
intendent of Schools Mrs, Ella Flagg some brand of "aqua-pura- "
have been seen.' No one it seems is responsible 50
cents
and
$1.00.
should
Remember,
vouchers
the
that
Young, has recommended that a con1 consuming the same limpid fluid that for knowing
can obtain Rexall Remedies
mittee be appointed to investigate they could have got from their kitch- - be signed. In the inquiry concernng you
in 'East Las Vegas only at our store
the proper method of teaching social en tap. But in general the
that unfortunate $45,000 disbursement The Rexall
Store. E; G. Murphey.
"hygiene in the school. The idea has
industry, under the impulse. it has been found that originals
g
strong advocates on the board of lof
sentiment, has run lAtters dealing with the case were
work as distinct from
trustees.
as smoothly as the brewers before found to have been detached from
Sale of Bottled Water.
the prohibition crusade took such ' a the original estimate and original the local work of the institute. It Is
The bottled water sales in Chicago hold. And their profits have been voucher somewhere between the pub hoped that a, sufficient sum of money
which were given a black ye when larger than the brewers' because they lic works department and the comp will be realized to prepare a travelthe tap drink from old Lake Michi-wer- e
at no pains to do more than run troller's office. The official fastener ing tuberculosis exhibit which can be
1. ' n ,1
V.1
Can tlraii thdmninnn
was missine .and the remaining doc sent into every large town in the
state. Aside from this, the money
authority than United States Food paratus which might or might not uments fastened only with a pin
will be used for educational work
Commissioner Wiley, have reached purify it
No Audit is Made.
in
the form of. public lectures, free
the magnitude of millions of gallons No One But Cable TUn the Rock
No audit is made of the municipal
anti-tubannually. So long has the late water
Island Railroad System,
accounts of ninety per cent of the cit literature, helping organize
pumpage been in disrepute because!? When thn lata Pans
t? nnw
ies and towns of the middle, west, it culosis committees, securing tubercu
e
of the
contamination which was one of the "Big Four" of the appears, although the example set losis legislation. Frank W. Wing, su
of the Chicago Tubercu
by Chicago some years ago under perintendent
losis Institute said: "We will supply
men
and
business
from
compulsion
the disclosures that followed has stamps and toadvertising material,
free of cost,
those who wish to
spurred municipalities to follow the
on
them
place
and will fill cash
sale;is
matter.
in
this
It
big corporations
orders for stamps promptly to those
the exception now to find no audit who wish
to buy them and do not
made of corporate accounts, both for find
them
on
sale In their locality."
of
the protection of stockholders and
the officials who are responsible for
the cash. Although $120,000 was the
cost of the memorable audit in Chica
go, the reforms which were Institut
ed have repaid the city many times
In the cases where municpialities
have done the same thing the experts
discoveries or
have usually (made
pointed out ways of saving which
would far more than paid their bills, Girl of Six Months had
Fearful
In one small city it is stated that
Attack of Eczema
All
Spread
accountants
over
1,000
found
the
Over Her Face and Eyes Began to
errors in the records of four years
'
Swell
Scratched
Henry B. Hudson and Fred W.
Till Blood
who
Wight, Chicago accountants,
Came
Relieved in a Night and
specialize on municipal accounts are
authority for the statement that no
city
annually collects $100,000 CURED BY CUTICURA
When a remedy has lived for over thirty years, steadily fails which
to save money when an audit
growing in popularity and . influence, and thousands upon is regularly made. "Politics is the AFTER LONG SUFFERING
thousands of women declare they owe their very lives to it, governing reason why more audits of
my little girl was six months
is it not reasonable to believe that it is an article of great municipal affairs are not made, of old"When
I noticed small red spots on her
Mr. Hudson has said. "The
course,"
merit?
right cheek. I did not
administration usually does not like
pay any attention to
"We challenge the world to show any other one remedy
them but finally the
to have an expert called in because
pots grew so
for a special class of disease which has attained such an they fear the audit will be miscon
that I sent for the large
docto
strued
a
Its
as
tor
But
who said it wu
disadvantage.
enormous demand and maintained it for so many years as matter of
He
pre"this is not the
ringworm.
scribed an ointment
has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, the famous result; the experience
faithful guardians of pub
which I used for two :
woman's remedy for woman's ills. Unless it is a very good lic trust are enabled by an audit to
weeks, but instead of
helping the eruption!
medicine and the claims made for it are honest, such a record have due appreciation given their ser
the ointment:
to
make
vices."
worse.
it
Then I went. ts
would have been impossible .fraud or misrepresentations
second doctor who after examining the
Tuberculosis Stamps on Sale.
baby said it was eczema. He also
would long ago have been detected and the business gone
Fifty million Christmas stamps for me an ointment which did nnf. gave
Tain
into oblivion. Read this unsolicited letter:
the American Red Cross Society's either. The disease in the meantime
over
all
the
face
and
spread
the
eyes
warfare on tuberculosis have been began to swell. I became
very anxious.
I suffered for many yearssowith female
Melbourne, Iowa:
distributed for sale at a cent each The itching grew intolerable.
I had to
pains, that I was several
troubles, inflammation, and bearing-dow- n
million being assigned to Chi tie the baby's hands to the cradle to
unable to do my work.
her scotching. The cheeks
as many to New York prevent
twice
cago,
was
were covered with blood and it ws a
recommended,
Lydia E.Pinkhain's Vegetable Compoundhas done
terrible
me.
a
and
feel
to
so
number
it
am
I
other
the
And I
thankful for
sight to see. I consulted docproportionate
great goodthis
September to DecnmVw hut
medicine as I have cities from which state Red Cross tors from
that I am a living advertisement for
they were unable to cure the baby. I
influenced so many of my friends to nse it, so thankful am I societies send them as ordered to paid
from
out
that it restored me to health." Mrs. Clara Watermann, It. 1, towns and villages. "Every stamp a without relief. twenty to thirty dollars
One of mr friends told m
Melbourne, Iowa.
h
bullet in the war on the white Cuticura
Remedies and I
When a woman like Mrs. Watermann is generous enough plague," is the slogan used in the for
a set which I began to use that even- i ne nexc morning tne baby's face
to write such a letter as the above for publication, she west and bullets of that kind are rag.
was all white instead of red anrl
vrtll nan
on
already
adorning
mall,
desire
to
sincere
packages
for
a
imagine how surprised 1 was. I cannot
help closet shelves for
should at least be given credit
words
find
to
Christmas
enough
Cuticura
praise
giving and I do not know what
other suffering women. For we assure you there is no and letter heads of some corporations.
would have
become of my baby only for it. I used
such
should
court
In Illinois each year the white nlasrue the Cuticura Remedies until thn
publicity.
other reason why she
claims some eight thousand victims, entirely disappeared.
The child is now
We say it in all sincerity and friendship try this medicine.
years old and quite well. I used
for which reason socety. business and tnree
three cakes of Cuticura Soap, two hnxna
charity have made the use of Red of Cuticura Ointment and one Bottle of
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
been the standard remedy for
Cross stamps quite "the thins." Each Cuticura Resolvent and I neveafeme mr
Compound has
soap. I always recommend them
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
state is assigned a proper distribut other
whenever there is a chance for doing so..
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
ing agent, the Illinois branch of the I will send you one of her pictures
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
Red Cross having delegated the Chi- which she had taken just after she was
has thousands of cures to its credit.
healed. Mrs. P. E. Gumbin. RhplHnn
Tuberculosis Institute 158 Ad- la,, July 13, 1908."
cago
,
women
.
;
all
sick
p- -"
Mrs. Pinkham invites
ams street, Chicago. The
Cutieun 8ot 2Se.). Omtmtnt (S0.). Ranhrmt
L- to write her for advice. She has
proceeds fS0c..
v .n Mid
and Cbocoiat Coated Pills
from the sale of the stamn-- onfuMi. ihrvurtiout the world. Potter Dm & Cben. Ooro- raided thousands to health free of charge.
ProtM, 137 Coiumbiw Ave, Itaetim.
4Y
l N WiM"
of Chicago are to be usoi in tDi. tollruua
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.
r m, i.uucurm noon oa bun rlinmn
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NO DYSPEPSIA OR

MYTH

ffll'.IS
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lltE SI'STE!

Virginia
BRAND

(Hickory Smoked)

anti-ferme-

HamsBacon

.

!

Have the finest flavor
They surpass ALL OTHER
BRANDS

50-ce-

If your grocer

does not

CHARLES ILFELD

keep them
he will
order them
for yoi

50-ee-

COMPANY

Wholesalers of
General Jeroln&ncdiTO

-

,

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.

commls-missione-

IELLY

GROSS,

(Incorporated)

and

GO.

1

'

.

1

-

and Dealer In -

WOOL, tUDES

and

PELTS

j

water-bottlin-

g

'
t
House at
Eaat Las Vegas, N.M., Albuquerque, If. M.,
Tuoumoarl,
M. M., Peooa, M. M.,
Logan, M. M.. Trinidad, Colorado
,

germ-fearin-

BAIN WAGONS, tha Bast Farm
Wagon mada
BA GIXE- - SA TTLEY CO., Vshtclos
Y
NAVAJO BLANKETS

'

A

T11

I

1

er

Retail Prices:

one-tim-

wa?intoSle

;

'

a.ooo lbs., or more, each
delivery, 20c per 100 Ib5.
to

1,000

lbs.,

2,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c

100 lbs.

per
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per
100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting-- ' qualities of which have made Las Veeat

famous.

I

Office:

701 Dduglas avenue.
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WHOLESALE GROCERS
'

Seeds and

Sdra

Wool, Hides and

Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.

?

'
,

Wholesalers of Drug's and Patent Medicines.
, .
"High Explosives; Fuse and Caps.

J

f

Headquarters In the Territory for
GRICULTURAL IMPLEMEHTS

i
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Pickard China

The Cost of Carelessness

A bishop of the .Methodist church
South rushes into print to denounce
the action of John D. Rockefeller in
Neglect of a "common" cold is so
to the study
often the direct cause of dangerous appropriating f 1,000,000
disease" as "an
"hookworm
of
the
un
cannot
men
disease, that medical
from
derstand why so many people allow a insult to the south." Suchtalk official
those occupyingimportant
cold, with its attendant cough, to run
its course unchecked.i2Asldfrom the positions in the religious worldthemake
utIt is of
hABn1 nrnnnnnPMl
mineilLlv mau
unpleasantness and annoyance, th re- thd'"dlcious,grievfl.
social importance
by every englneelr that overlooked sulting Irritation 61 the mucous memJ most tmoral and
it over; discoveries WhiclTnn "this" brane in the throat, lungs and bron- that, tellglon sharf nbt lose its hold
on mankind. There Is no other charlight, we say, made the waters of the chial organs leaves them sore
but the
acter j building institution
Gallinas absolutely essential td'Mr. very susceptible to attack.
hold the huIts
loses
If
that
church.
Jones. This Is all very strange so
With the first indication of a cold,
, unstrange that it sounds like purest take steps to check it at once. A man race will, be adrift on an ..
charted sea of human passion.
fiction.
can
be
simple, inexpensive remedy
But that must be the result if the
Of course it may be that in this prepared at home by mixing ; two
e
Instance truth IS stranger than flc ounces of Glycerine, a
"of officially authorized spokesmen of the
tlon. If it is. The Optic voices tne Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure and church are silly or stupid. The only
sentiment of the entire community eight ounces of pure Whisky.
You real danger to the church is the growwhen we say that we want the courts can buy these in any good drug store ing habit of the clergyman of small
to decide on the point Just as quicK-l- y and easily mix them in a large bottle. mental caliber and little knowledge
as possible. In other words, this It is claimed by- the Leach Chemical of the world to court by sensational
from the public
papef and'thisf Community wouia real Co., of Cincinnati, who prepare the ism that attention
to secure by
are
unable
mucn
mem
which
how
they
to
like"
know
Oil
just
of
Pine
ly
compound
genuine Virgin
continued
and
the
so
s
reason,
inspiration
recently
,thf
is,
,
mixproject
of
a
in,,
this
there,
teaspoonful
pure, that
diarnvered'bv 'the boy and the man. ture, four times- a day, will break a exhibit of the faith which is the
Of course we realize that there- - 'is cold in twenty-fou- r
hours and cure any foundation of Christian hope and
Mr.
to
induce
in
charity which is the brightest of
it
merit
curable.
enough
cough that is
Christian virtues.
Jones to make his filing and so
the development of the com- monopolies and not to railroad com-- i The facts are that a large part of
the population of the warmer parts
munity. But is there any more merit blnations.
of the American continent are desti
to it than that?
The adoption of the income tax
tute of those qualities which lead to
l amendment to the United States con
moral sturdlness And material in
, MR. TAFT'S PROGRAM.
tax
to
such
be
to
resorted
stitution,
fort and progress. Hitherto such
only in national emergencies.
e
13,000-milpeople have ,been stigmatized as shift
In the course ol his
Temporary suspension of the aglta- - less, lazy and mentally and morally
Mr.
Taft
the
around
circle,
revision
swing
tion for further
of the tariff,
weak. Our army surgeons in Porto
made an average of five speeches a
Ship subsidies for the development Rico believed that they had discover
measures
he
day. Among the many
of the merchant marine.
ed the cause of "shlftlessness" in a
advocated are the following:'
Federal legislation against the boy- not
. is
interstate
for
the
Increased powers
ntt aa wall na ffrwpmlnp- thft taannnna parasite which apparently.
evil,
effective
or
less
is
for,
found,
commerce commission, so that it shall of injunctions.
in colder, climates. The same parasite
have authority, to regulate the Issue
Further conservation of national rer has been found in many of the states
on
sound
a
basis, sources.
of railroad securities
south of the Ohio river and in the
to determine the proper classificaForest preservation
tier of states north of that river.
own
of
Its
to
institute
of
tion
freight,
Internal waterway improvements, There is another and distinct disease
accord complaints of discrimination but strictly according to the merits
to have been located in
In rates, to compel connecting car- of each project considered in its na- which seems
which has the same
warmer
climates,
to
and
routes,
riers to form through
tional bearing.
effect.
enervating
carfix and apportion rates among
Legislation imposing restrictions
It is not an ','insult" to the south
riers.
upon the transfer of water power sites ern or any other people to say that
railroads
from
The prohibition of
to private control and providing for
are not lazy but sick. It is not
holding stock in competing roads, the the fixing of rentals and the regula- they
desire to "order
an overreaching
rate
make
to
railroads
for
';
authority
tion of rates to be charged.
a
but
men's
lives,"
spirit of patriotic
of
the Reforms Jn the mineral land laws
agreements with the approval
which
benevolensce
promps Rocke- Interstate commerce commission, and so that the surface of the land and f
wno has m0ney
one
anv
or
es
filer
the creation of a new court to pass on the coal and other mineral deposits to make a
for the
arge
appropriation
Inappeals from1 the decisions of the
shall ba treated separately, with stUdy of obscure diseases for the
terstate commerce commission in fix- leases on the royalty system or sales oeneflt 0f the human race. Mr. Rock-ing rates.
to miners.
'
efeller's commercial methods do not
A congressional commission to in-- , COmmend themselves
The compulsory adoption by the
to impartial
railroads of additional safety devices. vestigate the law's delays in the fed-- 1 people. He is not, however, in active
The creation of a central bank of erai courts ana to aevise a system ror business. His distribution of the
Issue, controlling the treasury reserve
quick and cheap Justice in tune which most people think was
and prepared to guard against cur- the federal courts that shall serve as improperly acquired is directed by a
a model for the states.
rency stringency.
keen intellect and sound Judgment
Postal savings banks.
Here Is a program sufficient to keep acting in the light of exhaustive
An amendment to the Sherman, antibusy for the rest of Mr. I formation and expert advice.
trust law making it apply only to trade Taft's administration.
The outburst of this clergyman will

Pickard China has long since proved its artistic
worth and is sought everywhere by those who
appreciate the beautiful and ornamental. We
carry a most complete;, lirte of this China ' at
very reasonable prices TiW
We have also added a number desirable pieces
of Lienoxn;thlna to our stock both1" in decorated
'
and blank pieces for hand painting. J "

'
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J. Taipert
P. Watch Inspector
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Jeweler and Optician
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Las Vegas, N. M. 606 Douglas Ave.

half-ounc-
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Per Year by Carrier..!......
Per Month by Carrier
Per Week by Carrier.......
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"

matter.

NOVEMBER 17, 1909.

AN UNRULY

for the benefit of a mammoth irrigation scheme on the Beck Grant It
seems that the "boy and the middle
acred . man made discoveries during
their trip that the United States men
never dreamed of; discoveries which,
in the light of the fact that Mr. uam-flel- d
and the Grant Board were figurine. rkTi ii sine- - th waters of the Gal- Unas, for a Vegas project that has

Entered at the Postotfice at East
Lag Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s

WEDNESDAY,

!

,.f 7.00

.65

JO

Weekly

One year
Six Months

J2.00
LOO

itLirOir SALi

GREAT

-

THE BOY AND THE MAN.
Until we begun looking Into

the

matter somewhat carefully .we had
no Idea that the Irrigation fever was
so high as it appears to be. A some
what minute examination of several
schemes, however, convinces us that
everybody is irrigation mad, and that
nearly everybody is ready and willing
and anxious to get in the way of
every other body.
This manifestation of the nature
of the. genus homo is natural per
haps, but even though natural It is
.

very unexpected.
One of the strangest bits of evi
dence tending to show that the ir
rigation fever is running high is
to be found in the project that Mr.
Jones says he intends to construct
on the Preston Beck Grant.' We do
not know all the plans. In fact, we
know only the way in which the project is reported to have been discov-- ,
red.
The members of the United States
Geological Survey at one time went
over the entire Preston Beck Grant.
As a result, of their careful examination they reported nothing that bore
even the slightest resemblance to a
reservoir site. Notwithstanding
this
fact, recently a young boy hardly out
of his teens and a middle aged man
who, to all intents and purposes, is
not and does not claim to be an irrigation expert, took a trip over the
Beck Grant and returned to Vegas!
Mr. Jones, some time afterward, filed
on the waters of the Gallinas river

Going Out of 0uainea&
Everything in Stock at Cost

I

.

i
i

509 Sixth Street

.

I

-

;

.

of course have no effect on Mr. Rockefeller. The study of the cause
anemia in warm climates will go' on
just the same by the use of his fortune. The only effect such utterances
by clergymen can have is to impair
the power of the church to influence
human conduct.

When word of the discovery of the
North pole came to Chattanooga a
slightly deaf old lady remarked unctuously, "Well, now I always said
them Cook tourists got about almost
everywhere. I ain't a bit surprised to
hear that- - one of 'em reached the top
notch in the traveling line."

Governor Glasscock of West Virginia, while traveling through Arizona,
noticed the dry, dusty appearance of
the country.
"Doesn't it ever rain around here?"
he asked one of the natives.
"Rain?" The native spat. "Rain?
Why, say, pardner, there's bullfrogs
in this yere town over five years old
that hain't learned to swim yet."
Everybody's.

"Can I ask you a friendly question?"
"Sure."
"Why don't you hire a servant?
Your wife is in feeble health."
"That's just it. She has all she can
stand .now. I don't want her to have
any more worries." Kansas City
Journal.

Said a sorrowful spook to his wid :
"You don't love we as much as you
The Stranger In Town Do you hava
"
did!"
"You forget," said the frau,
many trolley car accidents here?
The Resident We have none .that
"I can see through you now,
are fatal; the president of the trolley From the tips of your toes to your
road Is also head of a
lid."
x
Chicasro News.
company.
Life.

j

i

Doys' Clothing

In The Shoe Department

Offer
Per
Entire Stock 1FZOent Off
We

Our Shoe stock is complete

A large stock to select from. Suits
from $2 to $7.50. Knee pants
Young: Men's Suits' $5 to $25.

Krip-pendo- rf

Ditman.
FALL MILLINERY

arjf Fall Sale

Reduced
$20.00 Hats.
12.50
10.00

7.50
5.00

..

Sale
'

.......

.''..

,..

20c French Ginghams,
"

wide

30-inc-

h

'

25c Frenc Ginghams,

.

...lie

...

r" .$1.00

wTM:eOutcrgnrmcnto

.Here we offer a splendid opportunity for the saving of $5 to $10
Suit or Dress.

Entire
Stock of

.........

h

. .. . ..16c

$35 Dress

-

ii.".s;clUu

'

Suit
15 Suit

25

Dress........

-

.19.75

...

15.00

':.

11.75

Dress......

DroQCQp 010

tj

'

'

,
L

--

,

Km

;

;.

the '"Store o'f ;QAlit;,:''.''4'!
:

.
-

ii

v

i

W Per Ccr.t Reduction

We show new Scoth novelties, Broadcloths, Serges, Batistes,
Panamas, Albatross, Corduroys, Mohairs and Eolinnes.

'

E. Las Vegas

,

H,

N.M.

.

i'T'

'

;;,

.Entire stock of Waists. Silk, Flannel, Linens' Lawns
Cent Off.
at
15-P- er

fJcn'c Ghsrio

1.;...--

Cashmeres and Serges; Black Blue, Brown and Gray.,

'

VJaiato

...... 11.75

Worth $17.50

.

15 Par pent Off 41

12.50

ONE LOT Or
OnQ-Pioc- tT

We had intended advertising only two or three lines of Dress """""
Meet ,i a
Goods but oq second thought desided to allow ;yoii
anything from the whole stock at , ...

One lot of Skirts (all wool) in gray," brpwhvsblack, and
blue, in Serges and Cashmeres.'
,
.$UtlD
if : Special. ?V.
Any Skirt in thehouse wortli up, to $25 at

......... . .$15.66

17.50 Dress

appri-co- t,

05 Chirta for 03.1S

...
'

Debutant Silks in figured ad' plain, new
new blues, Copenhagen, pink, white,
old rose. Regular price 75. Now

in.
.......... 4UC

.,15.00

$20.00 Dress.

23.50

,

ch

'

.......... . . . . $27. 50

30 Dress.".

27-in-

DrocG Qcada
....

27-in-

',:

Outing Flannels, the best mafiek,
fflp Vll
.
.
JfU
good weight. . .
wide for Children's
Colored Dress Linens
School Dresses in stripes and plain colors, 19JLi wrl
2M jl"
as cheap as Ginghams regular 20c yd. Now
c

"

27-in- ch

$19.75

4.20

Droos Gillie

plain and fancy Messaline Silk in light blue
pink, brown, london smoke, catawba, champagne
wine, green, navy. Keg-- .
lar price $1.25 yard. Now-.- .
.. ..$lJ

a

c--

Some Very Tempting Specials
tn

tl fin

Heavey Flannelette for Kimonos,

i

"
"

..-v-

.

15 value . .
12-J-

,

Reduced

Tlie $25 Suit

....

.......lie

...... ...

Tailored Guiia

The $50 Suit.
$38.50
. ,,.'.'" 30.00
40 Suit .
Suit .'...?.'V . 27.50

oVnt

On The Entire Stock

te

H-8-

30-inc-

tO

.$1.00

. .

wide

;

Will Continue For Balance of November

out-of-dat- e,

....!2c

Ginghams.. ....v...
8yards extra Heavy fleece downs for
Kimonos, regularly 17&c .... . v.

We offer a discount of

ft

the stock has not moved. The articles we goffer in this sale are not
old goods or
but new
stock carefully bought
and everything guaranteed to be as represented.

tempting.
Amoskeag Apron
Ginghams, for .
15c Toile De Nord Dress
x
Ginghams
12ic Bates Seersucker Dress

i.

We have a big stock of Seasonable Merchandise that should have been
sold before this time, but on account of the continued warm weather

Here is a list of special items that have not been offered at the prices quoted and considering that cotton
makes the offer doubly
goods are advancing,

.

The best Boys' Misses' and Child- ren's Shoes on the market today.

CALEtJOWOrJ

''''

!:

Ginghams, Linens and Flannelettes

14-yar- ds

of Season-ail- o

rjorchondioQ

$14.95
11.75
9.25
7.50
5.65
.
3.85

"

15.00

show-

ing all the new lasts and leathers
from three of the best shoe makers,
Ziegler's, E. P. Reeds, and

One lot of Men's Shirts, golf style, cuffs" attached or detached
. Auis acci&uu
new aesigns, stnpes o?
M.so (.
.r

v J! -

UKM"5- !- '

Pecisu

.--

;Jh.(i.

.65c

Usually 75c some stores ask $1.00

One lot of Men's Shirts, broken sizesnot all sizes of one kind
but all sizes in the lot in the lot are shirts worth up to
$2.00, Golf and Negligee, cuffs attached or detached, fancy
or plain, new designs, some pleated,
.".yliLJ
,'
Special price..
"

......

r

a

r
!
i

phla Pa., are late arrivals at the
Castaneda hotel.
. Captain Brunton left this afternoon
fcr his home In Shoemaker.
L. G. Shanklin who '.represents the
methods during the
Simmons Hardware company of St.
many year? of our
Louis, is a visitor to the city for a
'
fow days. .'
.dealings have proven
Len Slack, son of ' Dr. J. C. Slack,
IhejiWisdom of tradof
Clayton, N. M., is in the city as a
ing with us. While '
witness in --jthe case'1 J the United
working,.ior.(fj.busi-c- ,
states vs. George SnelL,
f nVv
ness weXhavp
,j. M. Kelley was her toda,y, from
r'i
Rociada, where he is doW soto'
working for a repu- work on the "Good Hope" mine on the
we
have
'tation;
gamBeasley claim at that place.
ed it and it will be
Rev. Mead E. Dutt and, family have
departed for their new home in De
upheld. . Every deal
Kalb, 111. The departure of Mr. Dutt
with us is a satisfacand family from Las Vegas is keenly
tory deal we guafelt by their many friends.
rantee that.
Harry W. Tack left this afternoon
for Trinidad, from which city he will
go to Denver for a few days' visit and
WINTERS DRUG CO
than on' t'a, Salt aW City, where he
intends' to locate permanently.
Telephone Main 3 '
'
Mrs. F. Linderman and son departed
BRIDGE STREET
this lafternoon for Dubuque, Iowa, at
which place Mrs. Linderman will visit
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER as
the guest of her father, Dixon
Batty, until after the holidays. ,
PERSONALS
Clifford E. Rielly, representing the
Chittenden & Eastman
wholesale
Jose 8. Martinez registered at .the furniture house of Burlington, Iowa,
'Central hotel today from Corona, N. M. is in Ihe city from Albuquerque, visitS. L. Fischer and family are In ing among the furniture dealers.
F. B. White and H. A. Courtney,
from Mineral Hill and register at the
two traveling salesmen representing
El Dorado hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. McGrath and son left Denver houses, were in the city today
itoday for Raton to visit friends and calling on the trade. Both gentlemen
registered at La Pension hotel.
relatives a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kelly departed
Castrllo Silva, one of .the prosperous
merchants of Casaus, was In town to- on an afternoon train for Denver,
where they will be Joined by their
day, attending to business matters.
son, Dan. Mr. and Mrs. Kelly will be
J. D. Kelley, representing the
two weeks.
engraving house of absent from the city about
Ruff Rogers, the well known carDenver, was a visitor in the city topenter, boarded an afternoon train for
day.
Mrs. Dan Stern, who ha3 been vis- Wagon Mound, from which, place he
to the New Optimo ranch,
iting for the past 'week in Denver, will go
he
has considerable work to
where
toColo., is expected to return here
do.
morrow 'afternoon.
New arrivals at the New Optic hoGus Rosenstein, the well known hat
are A. E. Gaines, Denver, Colo.,
tel
drummer from New York, was today
D. Jones, Albuquerque N. M., J.
J.
on
local
dealers
Interthe
in
calling
est of the "sky pieces" he reprer Fltzmorris, Trinidad, Colo., Jacob
Davidbizar, Wakarma Ind., and G. M.
eents.
W. P. Jenkinson representing the Harrod, Trinidad, Colo.
Miss Jessie Dolan and friend, Miss
St. Louis Crockery company, was in
who are visiting in the city
the city yesterday calling on the Curtain,
from
Milwaukee,
spent the day yes-- l
trade. He departed last evening for
among the hills, at
rusticating
terday
southern points.
the El Porvenlr mountain resort Both
J. Wacker and family and are
, Harry
guests at La Pension hotel.
Mayme Hickman are recent arrivals
H. C. Earles representing the John
at the El Dorado from Pittsburg Pa., V. Farwell company, wholesalers of
L. G. Quigg also registers at the El
carpets, etc., of Chicago, Is due to
Dorado from Rociada.
errhe in the city soon. Mr. Eales
H. M. Brown, Trinidad, Colo., F. S. Is nopular here and his friends are
Wing El Paso, Tex. Albert A. Jones, vatctlng closely for his arrival.
Rociada, N. M., A. McCready, Raton,
George Long, a large lath contract
N. M., and Ernest Ranniger, Phlladel- - or of Chicago, who has been visiting
his wife here for the past two weeks,
left on belated train No. 8 this morn
ing for home. Mrs. Long came here
proprietor of a some time ago for the benefit of her
'
V
health.
Ore. ,
assessor of
Frank
Chaves,
deputy
establish-i- .
San Miguel county, in company with
ment writes:
Eligio Martinez and Manuel Martinez,
1 have used Ivory Soap
departed this morning for Corazon at
Dlace Eliffio Martnez will be
for over two years, for all which
wedded on Monday next to Miss Corkinds of cleaning and dye- -' nelia Lucero.
Geo. Van Vleck, of Denver, who
ing, with the most perfect
been In the city for the past few
has
As
a
results..
weeks resting up from the hard toils
soap, it acts like magin a large electrical eupply house
ic and. is far superior to' in Denver, returned to that city yes
Lterday afternoon much benefited by
any of the benzine "soaps his short sojourn in Las Vegas.
supplied to the trade. It
Roy Marshall, a particular friend of
inScott Duncan, Jr., of Tha Optic's
J.
removes
without
dirt,
v
was a visitor in the city today
staff,
juring the most delicate' from La Junta, en route to Albucolor or fabric
auerque. Mr. Marshall is employed
by the Santa Fe company as chief inspector of the steam beating plants
and is on his regular monthly tour of
Inspection.
H. W. Garberson and Jackson
Cent.
Adams drove in from Hermit's Lodge,
yesterday accompanled by J. W. Cap-
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OVERIBER

AT
THE ROSENTHAL
FURNITUltE CO.

,

,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

Store

J

Little Prices
OPPOSITE

i

dry-cleani- ng

Ivory Soap
99t

Per

Pure

0'

0
0

('"

0
0

I

0'f,

5i

35o
-- -

OAPITAL PAID IH

0'

For the 50c Hodgds Fibre
'
'
Only at
"

Carpets.

Miasleps

eioo.coQ.co

0a,

1:

!

iguelNationa IBank I

San--

"

J.

M CUNNINGHAM.
President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vie President

0'v

THE ROSENTHAL

For the '75c square yard
Printed Linqleum. Only at

$44&

THE ROSENTHAL

,"

All Haviland Open Stock Dinner
Ware Patterns at
h
Off.
One-Fift-

$22.25

For Smith's

Axmins-te- r

seamless Rugs
worth $35.00. Only at
9xl2-fee-

t

THE ACTIVITY OF MONEY GROWING THROUGH
.

0
0

0.

0
0
0

c..,jw.i

i

i

fl

1

r ''i

i

pi n

Jan., $11.97

Jan,

1--

ribs,

$10.75.

.INTEREST

is a Wonderful ' inioft; in itself. That's what happens It,
though, when yoa
BEGIN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AT THIS SAVINGS BANK
Bank your savings here and get rich.

0

-

Las Vegas Savings Bank
..

.0'

OFFICE WITH

San . Miguel

Nov.,

dome in and look over our

,

"'

o
0

1

Na.tionatl Bank.

We Can Save You Money
We have a large assortment of New and
Second Hand Stoves.

;

WHAT

KHYOMtl?

You: Haye Heard About the Catarrh
Cure E. G. Murphey, Guarantees.

v

'

:

Stove pipe,. boards, and Stove supplies.

Johns
ft &. Cgfs
tjr623CmDouglaa
Avo.
Phono Main 230
Automobile, Carriage, Wagon

and sign

PsioiMUDdGn

:

The people a man support know so
much better than ha how he should
manage his affairs that if he did it
that way they would have to support
themselves.

Heaters

BEFORE BUYING

4-2-

Grand Avo.' Oven Loronzon'a

Blaoticitfitfo Shop
FROM THE
USE OF MILK BOTTLES

NO DANGER

-

Oscar Gosch, who has for the past
two years been the v local manager
for the Las Vegas Lumber company,
has resigned his position with that
firm and accepted a position with the
Charles Ilfeld company, as assistant
warehouse manager. Mr. Gosch was
a .most capable and competent man
while in the employ of the Las Vegas Lumber company and the loss of
his services is keenly felt, but it is
understood that in his new capacity
the field before him is much larger
and the opportunities for ; advancement much better. R. M. Vaught has
been sent here temporarily from Ra
ton to fill the vacancy made by th'
resignation of Mr. Gosch.

.-

,!-

$0000 0 0 000000 000 0 0 0 0000000000000000

, Chicago, Nov. 17.
Cattle Receipts,
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
market
17,000;',
Beeves,
steady.
fHE BIG STORE
LITTLE PRICES
$3.909.20; Texas steers, $3.754.80;
western steers, $5.257.20; stockers
ron and daughter, Miss Gertrude. Mr.
and feeders, $3.155.30; cows and
Capron and daughter have been at heifers,
$2.105.70; calves, $6.25
Hermit's Lodge for several days, 8.50.
S.
coming from their home in Chicago,
market
28,000;
Hogs
Receipts,
111., to attend the funeral of
Mrs.
mixed,
steady. Light, $7,600)8.00;
Garberson, a daughter of Mr. Caprough,
heavy,
$7.758.10;
$7.608.15;
ron who died recently at the Garberto choice heavy,
son home at Hermit's Lodge. Mr. Cap- $7.607.80; good
bulk of
ron and Miss Capron departed on $7.808.15; pigs, $6.107.60;
sales, $7.858.10.
the Chicago limited last evening ill
30,000; market
Sheep Receipts,
return to their home in Chicago.
weak to 10c lower. Native, $3.00
5.15; western, ?3.o05.15; yearlings,
LOCAL NEWS
$5.256.50; lambs, native, $1.757.50
western, $5.007.50.
i
Charles Rudolph, was in the city toKansas City, Nov. 17. Cattle Reday, having brought in 300 head of
10,000, Including 400 southerns;
sheep to be turned over to F., D. Mc ceipts,
market steady. Native steers, $4.80
who
Cormick,
recently sold the sheep
southern
steers, $3.405.15;
to Mr. Rhodes at Los Animas, Colo, 8.50;
cows, $2.55(2)3.75: native
The sheep were shipped to Colorado southern
cows and heifers, $2.2505.50; stock.
yesterday.
ers and feeders, $3.005.10; bulls,
$2.804.10; calves, $3.757.50; westRegular weekly prayer meetings of ern steers, $3.805.75; western cows,
the Methodist Episcopal church will $2.754.50.
be held this evening at the church
market
11,000;
Hogs Receipts,
There will also be & meeting of the 10c lower. Bulk of sales, $$7.657.95;
official board of the 6hurch tomorrow heavy, $7.958.05; packers and butch'
evening at the parasnage to decide ers, $7.808.oo: ngnt,
7.4ub7.s&;
as to whether or net there will be pigs? $6.257.25. "' ' - '
services in the church next Sunday.
market
6,000;
Sheep Receipts,
Ah announcement to this effect will
steady. Muttons, $4.255.50; lambs,
be made later.
$6.007.70; range, wethers and year
lings, $4.006.25; range ewes, $3.25
The regular union Thanksgiving 5.25. j
,
services will be held at the Metno- dist Episcopal church on Thursday,
A Scalded Boy's Shrieks
November 25th. Dr. B. S. Gowen, horrified his grandmother, Mrs. Maria
president of the New Mexico Norm Taylor, of Nebo, Ky., who writes that
al unversity will preside at these when all thought he would die, Buckservices.Rev. O. L. Bishop, pastor Ien's Arnica Salve wholly cured him.
of the Baptist church will preach the Infallible for burns, scalds, cuts, corns,
Cures fever sores,
sermon, a coraiai invitation is ex wounds, bruises.
skin
boils,
chilblains, chap
eruptions,
tended to all to be present' at these
ped hands. Soon routs piles. 25c at
Thanksgiving services.
all druggists.

It

s

(

$13.05;
$11.50;

G. J. Fredericks,, who operates the
stage line between this city and Santa
Rosa and who also has the contract
for carrying the mail between these
towns, has discontinued the running
of the automobile stage on this line
and the former method of horses has
been put into service again. Mr. Fred
ericks has sold his auto to a party liv
ing in Lamy and drove the machine
down to Lamy this morning to deliver

0
0
0
0

this bank.

0
Austrain 0
Sets $13.50.

For $7.50 Dinner Sets
Only at

T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

THE INSIDE WORKINGS
of your mind isn't more active than the "inside" workings of

THE ROSENTHAL
100-pie-

0

C3C,COO.CO

J!i"

48c

$17.50 for
China Dinner

SURPLUS

Interest Paid on Tine Deposits

"

'

THE

rtvi

It is generally

known and. always
has been understood that J. P. Gey- er does and always has run a sanitary dairy, but he wishes to impress
upou the minds of his customers that
there Is absolutely no danger of contracting any disease by the use of
his bottles. Every bottle is thoroughly sterilized with steam by the use
of a sterilizing . oven, manufactured
for that purpose. All milk bottles are
this air tight oven,
placed in
steam turned on and they are heat
ed to the boiling point temperature
fpr one half hour or more. Geyer, also keeps a tested dairy herd.
JThe above statement of facts are

Fresh Fish
Just in from
California

'

Star Meat Market
Phone Vegas 450
FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

MADAME MACE, CLAIRVOYANT

Ih thanksgiving for many blessings
irrect
bestowed upon me during the year, I
Hyomel is a wonderful antiseptic,
J. P. GEYER.
sd powerful that it promptly destroys
will devote every Thursday free to
Subscribed and worn to before me
Also every
germ life, yet .its action on the mu
13th day of November, A. D., people desiring readings.
cous membrane is extremely sooth
Tuesday evening I will hold a free
ing and healing. It relieves catarrh
healing mental concentration circle
FRANK B. JANUARY,
in five minutes; it cures In a few (Seal.)
at 1 Dorado Hotel, room 25, from
f
Notary Public. 7:30 to 9
weeks or money back,
p. m. Phone1 Main 423.
It is made chiefly of eucalyptus and
eucalyptol taken from the eucalyptus Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo- All Aboard for Harvey's!
forests of Inland Australia. The med (g3t and psychometrlst during her
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
ical profession knows that eucalyptus say in Las Vegas will be found at
Is an absolutely
certain germ de IE Dorado Hotel, room 25. Can be en-- ing, returns following Friday. Leave
O. Brown
ed for evening entertainments. orders at MurpheyB or
stroyer and with the active principles
Trading Co's. ' T ,
of eucalyptus as a base Hyomel is Ieceives on Sunday.
made1 more efficient
pleasant and
quick acting; by the addition of Thy
"
mol, an antiseptic and disinfectant
largely employed in the Listerlan System.. Guaiacbl and other important
medicinal agents are also included,
;
ia the Hyomel formula, which, with-- '
t
out doubt, is the greatest destroyer of
2,000 lbs or tttore eaca.deHvery 20c per hundred
catarrh germs the world has ever
1.000 ta 2.000 lbs.
30c
known.
40c
200 to 1,000 lbs: '
Hyomel Is a powerful, penetratln
'
antiseptic that is pleasant to use. It
50 to 200 lbs.
50c
doefl not jcdntaln a particle of cocaln4
"
50 lbs
75c
Less
than
or lnjurt
opium or any

I

E

H YGEIA IGE
THE
MADE FROM PURE

DISTILLED WATER

PRICES

1IARKETJEP0RTS.
St Louis, Nov. 17. Wool quiet Ter
ritory and western mediums, 2429c;
fine mediums, 2326; fine, 1420c.

-

New York,Nov.l7. Lead quiet, 4.37
I
42
tv
copper, firm, standard ous. dror-r-'T?- -'
No dosing the stomach when yoa
sil
spot and Dec. $13.2513.62
use Hyomvil.' tfust breathe it ih
ver, 50
through the small Inhaler that comes
New York, Nov. 17. Call money with eadh outfit Sold by leading
per cent. Mexican dol
paper,
Vegas by E. G., Murphey.-- , J1.00 fdr
lars, 48c. Amalgamatedr931-4- ; AtchK
r . T ' complete outfit
l.nnee. XT
ML,
132
Southern Pacific,; 129
Union Pacific, 2017-8- ;
Steel, 901-2- ;
."
preferred, 1261-2- .
habit-formin-

g

1--

2

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

- McGulre &
, ,
Phone Main 227

Webb
;

.

3--

MRS: STANDISB,

:''P,

has just
Hats, and

received

a- -

"Moyen-Age- "

iC';.:.'':'

U1

new. shipment of Furs,
Dresses .which are

stunning.
Ladies are cordially invitedjito come and
see them.

,

55

8

$1 H

Reingrueber Browing Co.
of L ols iY efias.

1--

.

Chicago, Nov.

17

$1.06
May, $1.04
60: May, 61
May. 41
May, $20.02
$21.02
7--

3--

1--

3--

We are now making the finest beer ia the Southwest.
Wheat, Dec,
S
IIIUiH&&llOn homn innstrv and teleDhone vonr ordflra to n for
corn, Dec.,
m V""D4
7
. 7
It relieves stomach
oats, Dec.. 39 ach, belching, axid cures all stomach & bottle beer.
back. Large box of i.1
pork, Jan., ease or money
.
T
nsint-T
i. .
PHONE MAIN 67
AiuirLiJaLa ill ail
yard. Nov. lata Rft
ujwa

iUi

tniserv.rL
?

'

Tl

.

DS

W-

'
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WEDNESDAY,
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1,

1909.

Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
mav concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Crawford, Plaza, N. M.
One bay horse, 4 years old.
hands high, with three
about 14
white feet and a small white spot in
forehead. Branded
On left shoulder

us

To-wi-

2

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
mar concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
B. B. Millett, Suwanee, N. M.
One bay horse, seven years

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

Branded
On right hip
,
Will
Branded
'
.
On right jaw
'..
old.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner cn or
Branded
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
On left hip
ays after last appearance of this ad
One roan stud, four years old, lis vertisement, said
estray will be sold
"
hands high.Board for the benefit of the
this
by
fioIcQ-JGPGoyCoiv- s
owner when found.
Branded ,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this 1st
pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nor, 18, '09.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
i
before Nor. 28, '09, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement
days after last appearance of this ad
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
vertisement, said estray will be sold
EXCELLENT VALUES
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following described estray animal was taken op by
owner when found.
Milton M. Shook, Estancia, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One strawberry roan mare,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nor. 18, '09. about 14 hands high, about 4 or 6
years old.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement .
One blue roan ware, 14 hands high,
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice Is hereDy given to whom It
4
5
old.
or
about
years
Notice la hereby given to whom it
that the following demay concern that the following de- may conct-rBoth branded
may concern that the following de
animal was taken np by scribed estray animal was taken up by
scribed
estray
On
Jaw
left
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Newt Kemp, Capitan, N. M.
R. T. Mansker, Clayton, N. M.
E. B. Millett, Suwanee, N. M.
Both branded
cow, 8
One red white-faceOne three year old red
t:
One gray horse,
totOn left hip ;
stud,
on left jaw, dehorned.
wattle
old.
steer,
years
three years old, 13
hands hlsh.
'
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
msl Branded
1
Branded
left shoulder
Board, unless claimed bv owner cn or
On left shoulder
Estray Advertisement, j
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
On left shoulder
Branded
Notice la hereby given to whom it
after
last
of
ad
days
this
appearance
On left ribs :
One light dun mare, five years old.
Branded
may concern that the following dewill be sold
vertisement, said
On left hip
Branded
' KM by this Board for estray
WANTED Position as stenographer; scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
the benefit of the On left
M.
N.
hip
references.
Elvira,
On
Antonio,
Garcia,
can
owner
left
when
found.
give
hip
experienced;
One dun horse.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Ear mark
Phone Vegas 397.
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
N. M.
Albuquerque,
or
unless
owner
on
claimed
Board,
On
by
before
left hip
Nov. 28, '09. said date being 10
One blue tow
Plain sewing. Mrs. Lane,
WANTED
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09.
Branded
days after last appearance of tills ad
909 Jackson avenue.
Branded
adlast
after
of
Y
this
days
appearance
On right law
vertisement said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
On left ribs
vertisement, said estray will be sold
benefit of the
Notice is hereby given to whom It by this Board for the
WANTED A good girl for general and white spot on shoulder i
Board
'
for
this
benefit
of
the
the
by
cwner
when
'
found.
concern
that the following de
may
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
housework. Mrs.'W. G. Haydon,
Ear mark
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
crlbed estray animal was taken np by
Board, unless claimed by ownei on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
,1108 Seventh street.
N. M.
L- Chavez, Old
Albuquerque,
Ellas
N
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
Albuquerque,
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Said animal being unknown to this
1st pub. Not. 8, last pub. Not. 18, '09.
appearance of this ad 1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09. M.
WANTED Table boarders at 712 days after lastsaid
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One
dark
lie sold
about
will
mare,
bay
vertisement,
estray
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10
Fifth street' Phone Purple 5112. by this Board for the benefit of the
9 years old.
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement.
Meuls 25 cents. Furnished rooms. owner when found.
days after last appearance of this adi
It
Branded
to
la
whom
Notice
hereby given
Notice is hereby given to whem It
vertisement said estray will be sold
On left jaw
CATTLE SANITARY BO.IRD,
concern
de
the
that
may
following
may concern that the following d?
TRADE
LEARN BARBER
MEN
was taken up by by this Board for the benefit ot the
animal
scribed
Albuquerque, Jf. M.
estray
was
animal
taken up by
estray
Short time
required; graduates 1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nor, 18, '09. scribed
Jose Gonzales y Borrego, Santa Fe, owner when found.
L. Garvin, Estancia, N. M,
ua leit nip.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
earn ?12 to 30 week . Moler Bar-be- r
N. M.
6
5
or
One black mare,
ig
I
Albuquerque, N. M.
college, Los Angeles.
One small black horse, 8
Estray Advertisement
animal
Said
to
unknown
this
being
,
1st pub. Nov. .8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09
Notice is hereby given to waom It years old.
650 pounds.
old,
years
weight
owner
unless
claimed by
on or
Board,
Branded
may concern that (he following deIE? before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 Branded
'
scribed estray animal was taken up by On right thigh
Estray Advertisement
I
An rloht Jiln
One dun pony, 2 or 3 years old, mare days after last appearance of this ad
W. D. Barbee, Cutter, N. M.r
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
vertisement said estray will be sold Said animal
Branded
FOR SALE One hard and one soft
One gray horse, m years
being unknown to this may concern that the following
this
Board
for
ot
lenefit
the
the
by
On left hip
coal burner,' good as new. Inquire old, 14 hands high, paces, has sore
estray animal was taken up by
Board, unleES claimed by owner on or
owner when found.
,
back.
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 R. T. Man3ker, Clayton, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
Optic office.
CATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD,
Branded
One red cow, mottled face.
Board, unless claimed bv owner t,n or
days after last appearance of this ad
R
Albuquerque, N. M.
On left hip
before Nov. 28, '09, said date being 10 1st
sold
will
said
be
Branded
A MAJESTIC range in good condivertisement,
estray
'09.
pub. Nov. 8, la3t pub. Nov. 18,
On left shoulder
by this Board for the benefit of the
tion, at a very reasonable price. said animal' being unknown b this days after last appearance of this ad
owner when found.
said
will
unless
owner
on
claimed
b
sold
Board,
or
vertisement,
Branded
estray
,
by
421 8th st
Advertisement
Estray
r
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
before Nov. 28, '09, said date belnglO by this Board
the benefit of the
On left ribs
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Albuquerque, N. M.
ad owner when found.
deFOR SALE All wool portieres, never days after last appearance of tlis
concern
that the following
may
Branded
1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Not. 18, '09
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
vertisement, said estray will w sold
t crlbed estray animal was taken up by
used; blankets and comfortables. by
On left hip
N. M.
this Board for the benefit M the
Albuquerque,
712 Fifth street
1
owner 'hen found.
1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Nov. 18, '09, T. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
Advertisement
Estray
cow.
One
BOAfcD.
, CATTLE SANITARY
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Ear mark
'
) '
Branded '
Albuquerque, N..M.
Estray Advertisement,
JTOR SALE Stamping done and art
may concern that the following de
Nov.
Nov.
1st
8,
On
last
'39.
18,
left hip
pub.
pub.
Notice is hereuy given to whom It
scribed estray animal was taken up by
needlework materials. 712 Fifth
Said animal being unknown to this
Chas. H. Sikes, Lake Valley,' N. M.
may concern that the following de
street
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
4 years before Nov.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement,
One
brown
horse,
28, 09, said date being 10
Ear mark
Notice Is hereby given to whom It S. F. Sorrels, Fairvlew, N. M.
old, weight 800 pounds.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
days after last appearance of this adconcern that the following demay
10
One
white
horse
records
and
mule,
seals
scriptions. Notary
Said animal being unknown to this
vertisement said estray will be sold
scribed estray animal was taken tip by or 12 years old. Weight 700 pounds.
at The Optic office.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
J. M Compton, Dunlap, N. M.
v
On
left hip
owner when found.
Branded
before Nov. 28, '09, said date.being 10
One sorrel blaze "faced
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
days after last appearance of this ad
horse, 12 or 14 years old.
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque. N. M.
will
said
be
sold
vertisement,
estray
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. Nov. 8, last pub. Not. 18, '03.
Board,
this
Board
for
the
by
benefit
of
the
Board, unless claimed bv owner on or
On left hip
before Nov, 28, '09, said date being 10
before Nov. 28, '09, Bald date being 10 cwner when found.
FOR RENT One nicely furnished
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND GAFE
Short Orders and Regular Dinnera
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

ABUStS DAUGHTER

HANDLED

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN
m
.

LODGE NO t. A. F. & A.
M. Regular com-

PHYSICIANS

?SV

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2.
DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
Has
in
conclave second Tuesday
Suite 4, Crockett Building.
ji each month at Masonic yhones at office and residence.
John S. Clark
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
F. R. LORD. DENTI8T
K. C. Charles Tamme, Recorder.
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.)
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
al Arch Masons. Regula Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
convocation first Monday v
each month ' at Masonic
Main 67.
.Temple, 7:30 n. m. M. R.
'
V
J Williams,, H. P, Chas. H.
ATTORNEYS
8por.edeT, Secretary.
GEORGE H. HUNKER
SL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Attorney at Law
KniehU of Pythias Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
meet every Monday
Mexico.
In
Castle

sj

'

evening

; Hnil. Visitant Knights

NOTICE
are ednuany umteo.
I. P. HAVENS. Department of Territorial Engineer.
Chancellor Command
First publication Nov. 3, 1909.
er. - ('.- Last publication Nov. 24, 1909
C.M..BERNHARD.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oct. 11, 1909.
Keeper of Record and
Notice is hereby Riven that on the
:
Seal.
6th day of July, 1909, in accordance

Law oi
with Section 26, Irrigation
1907, Andreius A. Jones, of E. Las
Cnnntv of San Mieuel, Territory
of New Mexico, made application to
the Territorial ifingineer oi ew Mexico for a permit to appropriate from
the Public Waters of the Territory of
Ve-tra-

and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. ThornNew Mexico.1
hill. Secretary. Visiting members
Kiirti armrnnrfatton is to be made
invited.
cordially
from Tecolotito canon, Gallinas and
Pecos rivers at points Pecos; 300 yds.
'
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F. m w nf Month of Tecolotito canon
meets second and fourth Thursday from which Bernal peak brs, N. 15 decrees W Tecolotito. 100 yds. W. of
evenings of each month at the I. O. its mouth: Gallinas whence N ' W
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N. cor. of old adobe brs. N. 80
degrees
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs. W. 800 ft, dlst.oy means of diversion
Adeiene and storage and 1430 cu. n.
T. F. Dalley, Secretary;
is to be conveyed to twps. 10 .ft 11
Smith, Secretary.
N. R. 21 E.. Ts. 11 & 10 N; R. 22 B,
9 N. R. 21 & 22 E. T. 8 ana lit
Ts.
AND
SECOND
B. P. O. E. MEETS
each
fourth Tuesday evenings
Visiting reservoirs and there used lor irriga
month at O. R. C. hall.
brothers are cordially invited. W. tion of 100,000
D. W. meetic use.
M.f Lewis, exalted ruler;
All
Condon, secretary.
frrontint, nf tho nhnvA imnlication must
thfiic ohlections. substantiated by
REGULAR COM- - hip
EASTERN STAR,
(properly backed), with the
.
11. affidavits
BBOTUM.
,
mUIUC&uon
Territorial Engineer on or oeiore iuur
Thursday evenings of each month. weeks from date of last publication
y.
All visiting brothers and sisters are hereof. VERNON L. SULLIVAN.
A.
Sarah
Mrs.
cordially Invited.
Territorial Engineer.
Chaff in, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Seelinger, secretary.
nonnrtment of the Interior, U. S.
LODGE NO. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Octo. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS
at ber, 29, 1909.
4, meet every Monday evening
Nptice is hereby given that Julell
All
visit
street.
Sixth
on
their hall
of Watrous, Mora county,
- Sheehan,
atto
Invited
N. Mex., who, on April 13, 1908. made
tog brethren cordially
N. G.; B, Homestead Entry (serial unz), co.
tend, C. W. McAllister,
.
2
SE 4 NE
NE
Williams, 13987. for,-WO.
R.
V.
G.;
Cometock,
4 and Lot 1, Sec. 17, Townsmp 10
treasurer;
r
secretary; W. E. Crltes,
pn 51 e. N. M. P. Meridian,
trustee.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemejery
has filed notice of intention .to make
noi .nmTnntatioTi nroof. to establiph
NO. claim to the land above described, be
BROTHERHOOD,
fRATERNAL
at fore -- Robert L M. Ross, XJ. S. court
102, meets every Friday night
commissioner, at Las Vegas, New
uuur vn 4. h Schmidt building, Mexico, on the 17th uay of December,
.
west of Fountain Square, at eight 1909.
cor
are
witnesses:
as
names
members
Claimant
o'clock. Visiting
Edward E. Johson, of East Las Ve- dially welcome. Fred rnunps,
gas, N. M. NTErnest tsagweii, ui Eiiwi
M . Piliberto Pacheco,
dent Jas. Lowe, aecrew.y.
t 00 voimo
nf Casa Grande, N. M., William 8mith,
t
COUN
COLUMBUS,
rwrrmTS OF
N. M.
rt of Watrous,
nrt. xrn' 804. meets second
.
, Thursday. O. R. C. hall, Pio
Register.
neer building. Visiting members
The mule eot a bad reputation by
W. R. Tipton,
. are cordially invited,,
although it is a useful and
S.
locking,
F.
Mackel,
P.
G. K.; E.
rtliable nimal in other particulars.
THIRD
r. O. E. MEBTS FIRST ANDmonth,
at Good Cough , Medicine for Children
"Tuesday evenings Wh
and Grown Folks, Too.
Fraternal .Brotherhood Hall- - Visit- "We could hardly do without Cham-invited.
horinin'a Pouch Remedy." says Mrs.
ing brothers are cordially
- Flora Despain of Bloyd, Ky.,"I found
John 1 noriiuui, y
it to be so good lor tne croup ana
Ward, secretary
have used it for years. I can heartily
.
mat. recommend it for coughs, colds and
RED MEN MEHii in
croup in children and grown folks.
Brotherhood hall every second and too
rhe above shows the implicit
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth- C0Ufiaence that many mothers placea
wel- in
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
run. Visiting brothers always
ronfidence based on many years' ex- come to tne wigwum.
Nnonaneed
hacitnin tn use this remedy for it con- Flint, sachem;
tains no chloroform, opium or other
chief of records and collector
narcotics and may be given to a child
wampum.
ss confidently as to an adult For
LODGE NO. 645,' sale by all dealers.
m to BOSENWALD
-

Hutchinson, Kan., Nov. 17. tM. S.
Rothrick, a Sylvia township farmer,
must show cause on November 23,
in the probate court here, why he
should not be compelled to pay a
fine of $1,000 which was assessed
in the probate court over a year ago
against him for cruelty to his
year-old
daughter. Rothrick had
beaten 'and abused his daughter,
forced her to work like a slave, even
hitched her up with one of his horses
and worked her on plows and farm
ing implements in the field.
The girl's mother was1 dead, and it
is clamed the treatment she was sub
jected to by her father was brutal
in the extreme. Complaint finally was
robate
made
by neighbors, the
court stepped in on behalf of the
abused eirl. and she was' taken away
from Rothrick, and put 'in another
family, to be cared for.
Probate Judge J. M. Jordan fined
the brutal father $1,000, but suspended the fine on condition that Roth
rick pay $10 a month, to be paid ev
ery three months in advance, toward
the suoDort of the child, the money
to be paid through the probate court.
"He has made but three payments,
and those have been collected by
only the hardest kind of work," stated Jndsre Jordan. "Now he must
show, cause why the fine should not
be collected. The last payment . was
due in October. It has not been paid
nnH hA refuses to answer' our letters
or pay any attention to our demands
Knw the sheriff has been given a ciex-- .
and
taton ordering him to appear
plain on November 23.
A similar citation is issued on
E. Hagerty, and who is jointly re
sponsible with him for tne payment
of the $1,000 fine.
Rothrick has a farm and u tne
court find's against him, and he refuses to pay the old fine, a judgment
will be taken against the farm ant
an execution made.
thirteen--

DR. A. J, BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
VETERINARIAN
GRADUATE
third Thursdays, in
eaCE month.' Visiting Office Chafin's
Livery Stable, Phone
brothers
cordially
Main 1.
lnvned. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. M., Chas.
Calls answered day or. night
H. Sporleder, Secretary.

BALDY, LODGE NO. 7J, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

NOTICE

FATflEB EHUTiLLY

,

THE BEST

VEGETABLE
The safest medicines are those which leave the system in the best condition after their use. This is one of the principal virtues we claim for
S. S. S. Being made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, it is not in even
the smallest degree harmful to any system, but on' the other hand its vegetable ingredients make it one of the finest of tonics to build up the health
in every way. A great many blood medicines contain strong mineral
ingredients which unfavorably affect the bowels, stomach or digestive syseffect they might have is therefore offset by
tem, and any
their injurious action on the general health. S.S. S. is the one safe and
sure blood purifier. It goes into the circulation and rids the blood of every
impurity or pollution. It strengthens the circulation and adds 'nourishing
properties to the blood and greatly assists in the (cure of any blood disease,
S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Contagious
Blood Poison and ' all like, diseases, because it purifies the circulation.
S. S. S. may be taken by young or old with absolute safety, and with the
assurance that it will cure all diseases and disorders due to an impure or
poisoned blood supply, even reaching down and removing hereditary taints.
Book on the blood and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
blood-purifyi-

A boy's Idea of hardship is to have
to wash his neck and ears every day.

What Shall We Have For Dessert?
Try JELL-O-, the dainty, appetizing,
economical dessert Can he prepared
Instantly simply add boiling .water
and serve when cool. Flavored Just
right; sweetened just right; perfect
in every way. A 10c package makes
enough dessert for a large family.
All grocers sell it. Don't accept substitutes. "JELL-complies with all
Pure Food Laws. 7 flavors: Lemon,
Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry, Chocolate, Cherry,' Peach.
0

truth is mighty and will
that is if it isn't unpleasant.

Tlie

Kills her Foe of 20 Years
"The most merciless enemy I had
for 20 ' years," declares Mrs. James
Duncan, of Haynesville, Me., "was dyspepsia, I suffered intensely after eat-hor drinking and could scarcely
sleep. After many remedies had failed and several doctors gave me up, I
tried Electric Bitters, which cured
me completely. Now I can eat anything. I am 70 years old and am overjoyed to get my health and strength
back again." For indigestion,v loss of
appetite, kidney trouble, lame back,
Exile
Into
Forced
female complaints, it is unequaled. Onht nnvii,ivrv nf filenn Oak. Okla., ly 50c at all druggists.
was an exile from home. Mountain air,
wnuiri rum a frightful
The compliments you receive by
cough that had defied'all
six fishing for them don't, count.
After
.mono fnr- two years.
. H
v.s
months
Croup Cured and a Child's Life Saved
"It affords me great pleasure to add
"."r;,-f- c'
as
well
as
am
I
tei 'taking
my testimony to that of the thousands
have been benefited by Chamber- A
dlseases Infal who
ain's Cough Remedy. My child, An
1IU1U 1U1
wuguo
when only three years old, was
knnwnnAo onri onrft throat. Cures drew,
taken with a severe attack of croup,
and thanks to the prompt use of Cham
berlain's Cough Remedy his life was
saved and today he Is a robust and
druggists.
healthy boy," says Mrs. A. Coy., jr,
of San Antonio, Texas. This remedy
is easieil in the long has been in use for ; many years.
Thousands of mothers keep it at hand,"
run, than self indulgence.
and it has never been known to fail.
Methodist Minister Recommends For sale by all dealers.
t
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
The stuff used to kill a smell is usand Diarrhoea Remedy.
worse than the smell.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic, ually
hniera and Diarrhoea Remedy for
Young Girls Are Victims
several years for diarrhoea. I consid
er it the best remedy 1 nave ever.tneo of headache, as well as older women,
for that trouble. I bought a bottle but all get quick relief and prompt
of it a few days ago from our drug- cure from Dr. King's New Life Pills,
the world's best remedy for sick and
gist, Mr. R. R. Brooks. I shall ever
be glad to speak a word in its praise nervous headaches. They make pure
Rev. blood, and strong nerves and build up
when I have the opportunity.
J. D. Knapp, Pastor M. E. church, your health. Try them. 25c at all
,'
Miles Grove, Pa. Sold by all dealers. druggists.
g
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lung-rackin- g
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elf-denial
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Wednesday, Nov. 17th

"

H. H. FRAZEE, Inc.
PRESENTS

i

nave or ciaim inrana ta tne iana ana
tenements and real estate situate, lying and being in San Miguel County,
New Mexico, and better described as
.
follows, towlt,
'That-certaitract of real estate
claimed by Martha Green, one of
said defendants, towlt:
A certain tract of land to the east
of the Mora road and lying mostly to
the north of the City of Las Vegas,
bounded as follows, to wit:
Commencing at a point on the east
side of the Mora road ' just- - southwest
With
ofdobe house and about 150 yards.
more or less, southerly
from tne
L.
stone on the west side of the Mora
road which marks the north limits of
and
the City of Las Vegas, for a point of
beginning; running thence along the
line of fence, course about N. 71 degrees and 30 minutes E. to the terAs seen ,
mination of said fence line, a point
in the low ground southwesterly from
what is known as Green's Lake;
thence east along another line of fence
to the southeast corner of this tract,
being the southwest corner of land
claimed by Alfred G. Green; thence
north along the fence and line dividing this tract from lands claimed by
Alfred G. Green; this line passing
10
If SONG
through what is known as Green's
Lake, to a point the northeast corner
W udertul Scenic and Elee- - of this tract, which point is the northwest corner of lands claimed by Altrical Effects
fred G." Green, and is on the south
'
line of lands claimed by Mrs. William
Prices, 50c, tl.CO, and $1 50
Green ; this east boundary of this tract
Sea ) on sale at Murphey's and measuring
f
mile, more or less;
bcnaner'B.
thence west along the line and fence
dividing this tract from lands claimed
By Mrs. William Green,' one'half mllei
more or less, to the- - northwest cor'
Estray Advertisement
ner of this tract; thence south along
M )i :e is hereby given to whom it
the line and fence dividing this land
may concern that the following de- from the land claimed by W. A. Givscribed estray animal was taken up ens' and from lands claimed W Mrs.
by Apolonio A. Sena, East Las Vegas, Anna Ward to the southeast corner of
ilands claUnedby Mrs: Anna Ward,
chains
One gray mare, about' eight! wnicn is a point about 5
east of Mora road, and on a line bear
years old, unbranded.
ing N. 65 degrees E. and crossing th
SfU animal being unknown to this,Hot
gDrlnes hpanh of thn A T
boarfl, unless claimed by owner on g. r. Ry., at station 83 plus 57.8
ft;
or h fore December 6, '09, said date thence south 65 degrees W. along said
a
described
line to
bein; ten days after last appearance last
point on the
of Ma advertisement, said estray east side of Mora road; thence oh a
course
about S. 9 degrees and 30 min- will be sold by this board for the
-

The
Girl

Diestion
John

Kearney

Dorothy Mtxynard

79 Consecutive
Performances

'

in Chicago

HITS

.

one-hal-

1-- 2

To-wi- t:

.

RATTLE
Mb.

f

SANITARY

Nov. 16,

UUA"U'

Albuquerque, N.

last

M.
pub. Nov. 26, 09.

Sick Headache

ifliordered condition of the. stomach,
aid3an be cured by taking Chamber- lain Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get
aIe sample at all dealers, and try it

gJ "tgfZS
is about

three-eighth-

s

southerly - along
said arroyo Pecos, following its meanders to a point where a line
f
mile south measured at right angles
from above described north boundary
and parallel thereto, crosses' said arroyo Pecos; S. E. Cor. Thence west
along said last described line, which
is marked on the east side of the road
from Las Vegas to Watrous by an
old row of posts and on the west side
of said road by a wire fence and
which line is parallel to and about 100
yards north of the north limits nf th
f
City of Las Vegas,
mile, more
or less, to the. southwest corner of
this tract; thence north along the
line and fence dividing this tract from
land claimed by Martha Green, one-ha- lf
mile, more or less, to the point
,
of beginning.
t
Excepting from said described two
tracts of land, a strip of land belonging to said Browne & Manzanares
Company about 200 varas wide, traversing this tract and bounded, north
by a line running N. 65 degrees E
and crossing the Hot Springs branch
of the A. T. & S. F. Railrotd at station, 83 plus 57.8tft, and hounded on
the south by a line bearing N 65
degrees E. and crossing said railroad
at station 77 plus 92 ft
Dated Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 1, 1909
CLEOFES ROMERO, '
V
Sheriff of San Miguel County,
Torrf- tory of New Mexico.
one-hal-

n

r.

Are von one of tbe usands of women who
suffer from female ailmen If so, don't be discour- et a bottle of Wine of
aged, $0 to your druggist
Cardui. On the wrapper
ull directions for use.
During the last half fatury, Cardui has been
estatlifihed in thousands pomes, as a safe remedy
for pain which only wonbi endure. It is reliable
contains no harmful ingrpents and can be depend
ed on in almost any case.
r

,t -

k.

Take

'pal,' was first class, and Anna Hoff
as 'Mrs. Sears' was spectacular
j man
The Dowels
to say the least. But there is no u "
trylng to discriminate. It was a
splendid show. ,
CANDY CATHARTIC
t
"All the musical numbers were
ST
exceedingly catchy and the 'Eddie
Foy Girls' brought down the house
again and again one of the cleverest
and convulsing
Fever Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, ae,60p.NeTf and most orieinal
,
.,. thpofpr.
.oldinbnik. Tha.nolnatabl.t .tamped CCO.
nwcwiai va
tJOaMaaateau 99 euro ur jour uuuc vmvm
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or n.y. S9S The 'Beauty broilers' made a tr
flLI3S E3H$ mendous hit. The ecenery carried by

t

fSM

.

"Tfc

Xm m

Ln u

It

WU1

Em. Charle3 Bragg, of

U
v

m

b

mm

pip You

flfflW

one-hal-

PNM

,

U
J34

IHifler, Ind., tried Cardui. She
writes : "Tongue cannot tell jb much Cardui has done for me.
Before I began taking Cardui could not do a day's work. I
would work awhile and lie do
ehall always give praise to your
medicine."
1;
fTry Cardui

i
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and which
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Also that certain tract of land and
real estate cialmed Dy Mtlei G Green;
one 0f said defendants,
Adjoining above described tract on
the east and bounded, as follows.

point
pherx a business man is shiftless, of a mJIei more OP leg8 t0 the orth
the show is elaborate and it was alget along, we have noticed of what is known as Green's Lake;
A Great Shpw.
the blame thence east following the line of fence
one of the big successes of th he often tries to lay
Duncan
the
together
at
attraction
Tonight's
"
fotft'ilure on railroad ' rates.
dividing this tract of land from the
season
here.
the
be
to
greeted
opera house promises
land of Mrs. William Green aforesaid,
winter
hv th record audience of the
aBa the projection of said line of
theatrical season, if the advance sale
f
"VI fence east, about
mile to the
Ana
of seats counts for anything.
ixuuju rcvuo, me uurtueaHt corner OI

'

--

Man-zanar- es

to-wi- t,

.fls distressing disease results from

this audience is assured of a genuine
in tonight's musical (comedy,
"The Girl Question," which remains
to this day unsolved. It is said to be
the liveliest and most entrancing attraction that is touring the southwest
this season. The press notices, which
in every instance have been especial
ndica-tioly praiseworthy, are the best,
a
show
is
that the
.
Tbe Morning Journal, of Albuquer-onehas the following to say of
"Tbe Girl Question's." appearance at
the Elks' theater in that city on Mon'
day night:
" 'Say, old pal, if I was to look a
filly square in the face I'd cast a
shoe, said John L. Kearney, the original slang artist at the Elks' theater last night. That is only one, of
about a thousand little remarks
dronned by the star comedian in 'The
Girl Question, every remark being
Wedj
L O. B. B. Meets every first
followed by roars of laughter' from
the
vestry
in
j
nesday of the month
the big house which filled the theater.
room of Temple Monteflore,
John Is. Kearney has them faded t
street.
Vlsiuj
laa avenue and Ninth
a rale dun color when it comes to
. .Mff.M.fw.M tlliMMlia' alanir nri la Ymsftfvplv One of the
ing brothers are cordially invited. wu.,.ih..i..il
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi for tb Int wenty-flyer and nerer found tor var lUnmeSl that ever wandered
until h.begn taking your Cuc.reta. Sino
"
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
bit to tbe barn, to use some of his own
biiun taking c&acareu ba bu
iihu
tha hudache. They hava antindy nre4 hiB.
'
to
do.
Caicaretadowhaijoareoommandtham nam."!i" language. Kearney was Con Kyan,
as
the priviiega of minr hit
McGowan
Helen
waiter
Bpaa

'

Public notice is hereby given that
under and by virtue of an execution
issued out of the Supreme Court of
tne Territory of New Mexico, in case
No. 980 on the docket of said Supreme Court entitled Browne &
Company vs. Alfred G. Green,
Martha Green; John M. Ward, and
John Thornhill, L the undersigned,
Cleofes Romero, Sheriff of the County
of San Miguel, Territory of New Mexico, will on the 23rd day of December,
A. D., 1909, at the hour of 10 o'clock
in the forenoon of said day, at the
east front door of the court house in
Las Vegas; San Miguel County, New
Mexico, offer for sale at public vendue and sell for cash to the highest
and best bidder, all the following described lands, tenements, and real estate, or sufficient thereof to make
and realize the sum of $968.21 with,
costs and expenses accrued and hereafter to accrue as' mentioned in said
Writ of Execution; the said land;
tenements and real estate being the
same which were heretofore
levied upon and attached under and
by virtue of the said writ of Execution, and are better described as folAll the right, title and
lows,
interest of said Alfred G. Green, and
Martha Green, which they or either
by-m-

Opera House

Doncan

,

AT THE THEATER

SALE.

OF SHERIFF'S

AT ALL ITO ST0EE3

0

'

J

Everybody reads The Optic

.

...... 'i

j

for all stomach trou

indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn, gas in the stomach, bad
'
.
breath.sickbeadacnr
cnatipation. Pleasant to take.
FOR 8ALE E (,,pijiiver,biJionsnessriar'
AND RED CROSS
1

G. SCHAEFER

DRUG COMPANY,

A
'WEDNESDAY,

LAS VEGAS DAILY CfTIC,

EIGHT

I

17, 1909.

NOVEMBER

Lisk Roasters

1

SPECIAL

No Basting
No Watching

The Ox Ga9i Sohp
If you have ever used it we think, you are using it
still for we are satisfied no soap has ever appeared
on the market which for all TOILET BATH,
and.; ' KITCHEN;T?urposes is so. gh'iraUyj
w

J
u

V

satis-fajtor- y'

..

which is pecularily, its own.

.

WEATHEM

REPORT.
November 16.

V.

is a thing of the past when Cudoma is used andfor
DELICATE COLORS. RIBBONS, EMBROIDERthat can
IES, LACES, it is almost the only soap
and the
colors
the
sets
be safely used as Ox Gall,
and luster.
fabrics retain all their

.

'"

'

oriyjnaMsgcy

'

'

'r'" 'r" V.
Children's Cloaks

Best screened Yankee Egg coal,'
per ton, at, Coors Lumber Co.

Tim Store of H:q Davio

United-Stat- es

$4.50

-

shop.

'

'

-

Shirtwaists
ifc;stqck less 25 per cent.

VfV)BErORE BUYING YOUR

Final proofs were made yesterday

by Ascension Salazar, Jose F.
and Jose Guiterrez y Labato,
for 160 acres of land each in San
Miguel county.

: Go to
Heating and cook stoves, ranges
the Duncan this evening and
see if you can solve "The Girl Ques- and Btove repairs. " May and- - Hile,
:
tion.". , ,
Bridge street, across from Brown
Trading Co..
Order your cream from T.
Turner.
Tonight's show at the Duncan
opera house will be the last one unPrices reduced on all soft coal.' Ring til January 4, 1910, or in almost tw
months. This fact should insure a
up Main 56. Coors Lumber Co.
packed house tonight for "The Girl
The Ladies Aid society of the Question." .
Christian church will meet Thursday
Mrs. Emma Lydick, a former resi- afternoon with Mrs. Lumkin, 919
denst of this city, but who now re
Fourth street.
";''"i's
sides in Kenosha, Wis., writes friends
The Baptist Aid society will meet in this city, that she has changed her
with Dr. Rice, Thursday afternoon; street address in that city from 584
at 2:30 o'clock, November 18. A full West street, to 265 Park street.
attendance is requested.
To make room tor new stock, must
at once, regardless of price, balsell
Selected dry grown seed potatoes
from our Mesa farms for sale, for ance of our 1909 Wallpaper. We mean
business. Coors Lumber Co.
present or future delivery. Prices
and terms upon application. Gaylor-Klef- er
e
Mer
Realty Co., (Douglas Ave., and Beginning November
chants'
serve
Cafe
will
their
v
Sixth St.,
meals for 25 cents. Nothing will be
or
A.
Mrs.
T. Rogers, Sr., who has changed in regard to quantity
been threatened with pneumonia for quality. Everything first class, and
we make a specialty of our Sunday
several days past, was reported some
and Holiday dinners. Board and room
better today.
$1 per day.
Big money saved on Wallpaper) also
.The Las Vegas Transfer, company
on the hanging, at Coors Lumber Co.
today unloaded two carloads of furni- tuer shipped in her from eastern
Claudia Baca made , a homestead
for families who are either in
points
entry yesterday of one hundred,, and Las
or on their way here to
Vegas
sixty acres of government land near make their future home
in the Meadow
m
san
tsounApacne springs
Miguel
City. Most of the families will locate on the mesa and others at Wat-rou- s
and Nolaa,- r
i
The case of the Territory versus
Ignacio Mares occupied the attention
The .Redding announcement
of Judge Murry this afternoon., t i
Eligio Martinez, eXTprobate clerk of
alleged that Mares robbed a mant by Union
county, and at" present a
the name of Juan Baca of $35 in cur
wealthy ranchman residing at Logan,
rency.
N. M., and Miss Cornelia Lucero,
daughter of Cruz Lucero, of Corazon,
A. W. Wing, Chinese interpreter in N.
M., has been made public. The
the immigration service at El Paso, approaching nuptials will be solemnTex., has been called to this city to ized at. the home of" the bride's par
act as Interpreter in the case of the ents in Corazon on Monday morning
November 22nd.

"Our. Pider

see us for speciarprices.

J ake
SIXTH STREET

If not it's about time to do so. If yon
doubt us ask your neighbor- she uses it and will
-

recommended it. The best Flour in the City made
At your

from the choicest of Kansas hard wheat.
grocer's or at
N

v

...

CELERY FOR

Turkeys, Ducks
Geese and
Chickens

-'

"

J

I

"'-o-

"

OF A GOOD BANK
.

Is important, not only for the present, but
aJo for the years to come.
jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record, of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or-- i
ganization.

..

.

BE

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

CHEAM

IHIW.RSON RAYNOLDS. Prerident.
HAIXETT KA YNOIJDS. Ass't

E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.

CMei

MONEY SAVED

LOAF FLOUR
j
,

X)n Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.76,
per ton just what you want for cooking,

Cream Loaf Flour costs no

D. w. CONDON

Mam

.Truly a twentieth century in- novation in baking, produ-

cing the highest results every
not once in a while.
v time

'Free from Slate or Slack

TIME
Fresh Citron
.

more than other flour of the

IVo dQn't

want to
)

cheerfully refund your money'
if i the flour is not entirely"

i

at?.

satisfactory.

'

.,

Imported Figs
Persian Dates

mPEII

II A.

.

Orders by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled."
A Trial is to Buy Here Always.
guest of Mrs. - Easley on a trip to
Tenn.v ' in Mr. ' Easley'a
Mr. Easley will be recar.
private
membered by many Las Vegans as
former Santa Fe division superinten
dent, at this place, but is now an official of the Iron Mountain
route.
Mrs. Sweezy is expected to arrive
home In about two weeks and will
be accompaned by her, sieter, Mrs.
Guy Honeywell, nee Bessie Peterson,
who will join her at Denver, and will
spend the holidays in Las Vegas as
a guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Peterson.

i

ii-

But wo want ycu to try a Jar of

Pure Things

felainnri tJlsiooTJlGpt.

For Sale

CHAS. TAMMB.

Secretary Board of Education.

Sanitary

Washing
'

Best

CHAS. H. SPORLEOER,

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Real Estate Co.
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, ot course.
809 Dionglaa Ave. E. Laa Vegas, N. M.

Irbning

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboa

The best draft beer in tht city. At
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
The Lobby, of course.
rels oi the bar.
Carstair's rye served

at the Antlers

only.

lafat

Pabafs draught beer on Up only

at Opera bar.

.'...:.
Boston Clothing
'

(3

Careful Handling

of Goods

'v

Dense:

-- At!

mt

Prompt Service

Nerer before have the people
of Laa Vegas and vicinity had the-

Can be had ONLY by

H
y.

LjiyfEBAS STEAM

-

Las Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

l.y'iy'

n

LAUKB3Y

tih.j

tjni

v

T

1
f

;1

IF

rJi

1

V

'-

1

1

rxi ll

f
-

opportunity to buy their winter
i
.l.ii. irom a so
ciouies
large ana wen :
selected stock consisting of Hart

Schaffner & Marx Clothing.

1

iJ

"THE COFFEE MAN"

et

i

Croocro, Czstohsra msd Cz'zsra

oucher '8

XT

Pay Your School Poll Tax.
A nice
Cottage on 4th i
Word has been received here from
I am instructed by the board of ed
Mrs. H. M. Sweezy, from Kansas City, ucation to begin with the collection St. lot 62i-fefront; fine lawn,
stating that she was on her way to of school poll tax for the year 1909
Little Rock, Ark., to Join Mr. and a" once, which is $1.00 for all able good sized barn, coal and chicken',
Mrs. Easley. Mrs.' Sweezy will be a bodied ,men over 21 years old. My
to 4 o'clock shed. A bargain for anyone who '
office hours are from
'
p. m. at my office, in the City Hall.
wants a nice home.

SfJrl

Because It la Good

Eating: Apples
Boiled Cider V
Sweet Apple Cider 50c a
gallon
Fresh Almcnds, Brazil
Pecons, English Walnuts.

--AT-

Memphis,

STEARNS

I....,

'

Raisins

patronizing

frmtfn
3

Orange Peel
Lemon Peel

Currants

Foot Main i "same, grade, and we will

SI

Fruit Cake

Cooking: Apples

.

SURPLUS $130,000.00.

AND

'

i

WITH

OF LAS VEGAS, NBW MEXICO.,

Pnon

ll
1

The First National Bank
CAPITAL and

ED

:

WE WILL PLEASE YOU

:

r

lince Meat

THANKSGIVING

,

YOUR SELECTION

PHONE MAIN 107

'

TO ORDER

"'

35-ce-

Phone 13L

;

YOUR HOME GROWN

10,-th-

T3he

'f

f

TIME

NOW IS THE

.

Floor.

Sweatters.

'

:

,;.,:.!.;.,..

put in that order for

f"

all

.

Me-deri-

Got. the best at. Nolette's 'barber

"

in stock less 25 per cent.

i

-

arked .price.

recent

ALL

--

S

Sah 2 Cfzes at

Have you

old at this Sale less 25

.

vs. Horn Kin alias. H m
or Charles Lee, who is charged with
T(emperature-:Maxta- unj
i63; mipi- - attempted bribery "at i Dawson,. N. fll.,
... I" ijcently, and which cage
schedmuoj14; range, .39.
Humidity 12 noon, 45; 6 p. m.,v0E; uled to come up before the United
"
mean, 53.
'0,'S " States court this afternoon.
Forecast Tonight fair, "Thursday
'ilr V-fair and warmer.
Yankee Lump
Buy unadulterated
Coal, at. $5.25 per 2,000 lbs. Coors
LOCAL-NEWLumber Co.

-

Siits

Ladies? Tailored

r

Iho Shrinking of Waolans and Flannels

For

ALL

Guaranteed to give ab6o- (Jute satisfaction or money
back.

LUDWIG" Wm. IiLFEJLD

,

PURE, WHITE, FLOATING, FRAGRANT
,.
It fills a place in the household

'

i

:

For a Few Days Only

t

No Waste

--

oa Bros, furnishings,

Wil-

,

-

Johnston'

anu juarpny
ana oeiz snoes
Hawes' stefeon and ?nox Hats- -

'

II

Ul

ill

.Children's, suits and overcoats.
i

M.

Greenberger
Proprietor

"

f--

